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POVZETEK 

Kognitivni nadzor nad čustvenimi vzgibi je pomemben člen v obvladovanju socialnih 

interakcij. Omogoča zajezitev čustveno pogojenih avtomatičnih odzivov in oblikuje bolj 

hotene reakcije. S tem poveča paleto možnih odzivov v določeni situaciji, kar pomeni, da 

ima posameznik večjo fleksibilnost v vedenju. V primeru motenj v sistemu kognitivnega 

nadzora nad čustvenimi vzgibi se lahko prizadeti posameznik pretirano izogiba negativnim 

(in pozitivnim) socialnim dražljajem. Takšno vedenje je eden izmed simptomov socialne 

anksioznosti, bolezni, ki človeka odtujuje od družbenega okolja in negativno vpliva na 

kakovost življenja. 

 

Za potencialni razvoj novih pristopov zdravljenja socialne anksioznosti je pomembno 

raziskovati in bolje razumeti nevrološko ozadje kognitivnega nadzora nad čustvenimi 

vzgibi. Dosedanje študije pogosto povezujejo uspešno udejanjanje čustvenega nadzora v 

socialnih interakcijah s povezavo prefrontalnih možganskih predelov, kot je anteriorni 

prefrontalni korteks (aPFC) s področji za avtomatično procesiranje informacij, kot sta 

amigdala in fuziformno obrazno področje (FFA). Večina študij se osredotoča na to 

povezavo od zgoraj navzdol, se pravi iz smeri delovanja aPFC na ostala področja, manjka 

pa odgovor na vprašanje, kako se kognitivni nadzor odraža na področjih avtomatičnega 

obdelovanja senzoričnih informacij. Še posebej pri nalogah, pri katerih ljudje vedo vnaprej, 

da bodo uporabili strategije zamejitve čustvenih vzgibov.  

 

Možni indikator za zamejitev prenosa senzoričnih informacij je povečana aktivnost v alfa 

spektru možganske aktivnosti nad tarčnimi področji. Takšna inhibitorna vloga alfa valov 

je bila opažena pri senzoričnih nalogah in pri nalogah usmerjanja pozornosti, ni pa še 

podatkov, ali ima vlogo tudi pri kognitivnem nadzoru. Možganska aktivnost udeležencev 

je bila izmerjena z magnetoencefalografijo med izvedbo naloge pristopa in odmika. 

Aktivnost v alfa frekvenčnem predelu je bila ovrednotena na nivoju MEG-senzorjev in na 

nivoju rekonstruiranih možganskih izvirov v dveh eksperimentalnih pogojih. Hipoteza 

pravi, da je moč alfa valov pri udeležencih višja v neujemajočem (nekongruentnim) 

raziskovalnem pogoju v primerjavi z ujemajočim (kongruentnim). Analiza s pomočjo 

neparametrične naključno generirane statistične primerjave je pokazala statistično značilno 

povečanje v moči alfa valov v pogoju, ko je bila zahteva po kognitivnem nadzoru večja.  

 

Razlika je bila prisotna na nivoju rekonstruiranih možganskih izvorov, ne pa tudi na nivoju 

senzorjev. Rezultati namigujejo na to, da bi alfa valovi lahko imeli inhibitorno vlogo pri 

kognitivnem nadzoru nad čustvenimi vzgibi, in odpirajo možnost nadaljnjega raziskovanja. 

Še posebej zanimivo bi bilo podrobneje raziskati aktivnost v fuziformnem obraznem 

področju. 

 

KLJUČNE BESEDE 

Alfa omejevanje, naloga pristopa in odmika, kognitivni nadzor, čustveni vzgibi, 

magnetoencefalografija.  
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ABSTRACT 

Cognitive control over emotional action tendencies is an important component of 

successful social interactions. It employs a possibility to suppress automatic action 

tendencies and produce responses that are more deliberate. Control over tendencies to 

approach or avoid gives a person a wider array of possible actions and therefore better 

behavioural flexibility. In the case of social anxiety disorder, irregular use of such control 

might lead to symptomatic avoidance of aversive stimuli and can be detrimental to the 

quality of life of the affected individual. It is therefore important to understand the 

underlying neural mechanisms of emotional cognitive control.  

 

Studies of cognitive control mechanisms often demonstrate an important contribution of 

prefrontal regions to cognitive control implementation. More specifically, the anterior 

prefrontal cortex (aPFC) is thought to orchestrate selection of response strategies by 

inhibiting areas of automatic processing such as amygdala and fusiform face area (FFA). 

Most of the studies focus on this top-down role of the aPFC. However, one question that 

remains is how cognitive control might be reflected in the early phase of processing, when 

the need for control is known in advance.  

 

Alpha gating is a mechanism that was shown to play a role in supressing inessential cortical 

pathways in brain processing for mostly perceptual and attentional tasks. This thesis 

addresses whether such alpha power modulation also occur during the implementation of 

cognitive control over emotional biases. A version of an approach-avoidance task (AAT) 

was used in combination with magnetoencephalography (MEG) and magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI) to check for evidence of sensory information gating by alpha activity when 

subjects are asked to supress their emotional action tendencies. In this task, subjects 

responded to emotional faces by approaching or avoiding motion. In the congruent 

condition, movements were in accordance with emotional face valance and in the 

incongruent, they were in opposition. Hypothesis stated that there would be higher alpha 

band power in the incongruent compared to the congruent task condition over visual areas. 

Alpha power differences were estimated at the channel and source level for the whole brain 

using non-parametric permutation statistics and cluster correction for multiple comparison.  

 

There was a significance difference between the more control-demanding incongruent 

condition and the more automatic congruent condition on the source level. There was no 

difference on the sensory level. The results suggest that alpha gating might be involved in 

early sensory processing during control over emotional action tendencies. Specifically, 

activity in the FFA might be an interesting target of further exploration.   

 

KEY WORDS 

Alpha gating, Approach–avoidance task, cognitive control, emotional action tendencies, 

magnetoencephalography. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

1.1 Introduction 

Part of the evolutionary success of humans, as well as any other species, is being able to 

navigate the ever-changing environment by taking advantage of presented opportunities 

and avoiding perilous situations. This adaptive behaviour increases fitness of the organism 

by making it more capable to exploit its surroundings and increase its chances of survival. 

By studying physical emotional expressions in humans and animals in 1890, Charles 

Darwin noticed that some of these expressions happen automatically and are sometimes 

impossible to override by voluntary control. Being an evolutionary biologist he assumed 

that these expressions, be it passive facial muscles contractions or whole body movements, 

served evolutionary function (Darwin, 1890). It is not difficult to appreciate the functional 

value of emotional actions as a set of directional survival tools in the complex environment. 

When faced with an obviously aversive stimulus such as a venomous snake it is beneficial 

to avoid it rather than approach it. When on the other hand we stumble upon a ripe and 

nutritious piece of fruit, approaching is much more useful. More than 127 years after 

Darwin’s book, this interplay of automatic action tendencies and control thereof is still of 

interest to cognitive psychologists, neuroscientists and psychiatrists.  

 

The way we understand emotional cognitive control depends on the emotional processes 

in question and the context in which it is used. In the broader context of emotion regulation, 

cognitive control represents employment of cognitive strategies to supress or extinguish 

unwanted emotional processes (Ochsner & Gross, 2005). In this thesis however, cognitive 

control is regarded in a narrower framework of action selection. More specifically, 

cognitive control over emotional actions is deemed as selecting flexible goal-directed 

behaviour (Ridderinkhof, Van Den Wildenberg, Segalowitz, & Carter, 2004) and it is 

empirically evaluated on two different levels; on the level of behaviour and on the neural 

level. 

 

In research on cognitive control over emotional behaviour, models rarely make use of 

electroencephalographic (EEG) and MEG-data to complement more spatially accurate 

recording techniques. Such data, however, contains more sensitivity to the temporal 

structure of neural processes and therefore more insights into computational processing in 

the brain (Cavanagh & Frank, 2014). This claim is considered under the assumption that 

observable electrical activity as a consequence of rhythmical neural activity is not an 

epiphenomenon but does in fact represent computational processes (Buzsáki, 2009; Fries, 

2009; Varela, Lachaux, Rodriguez, & Martinerie, 2001). Despite the still ongoing debate 

of whether this is the case, there is plenty of empirical evidence in support of this statement, 

namely studies that show a direct link between oscillatory properties and behaviour. By 

manipulating oscillatory activity through transcranial alternating current stimulation one 

can influence task performance (Helfrich et al., 2014; Neuling, Rach, & Herrmann, 2013; 

Ruhnau et al., 2016; Wach et al., 2013). Properties of brain oscillatory processing were 
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shown to play a role in perception (VanRullen & Koch, 2003), attention (Jensen, 

Bonnefond, & VanRullen, 2012), sensorimotor responses (Grent-’t-Jong, Oostenveld, 

Jensen, Medendorp, & Praamstra, 2013; Haegens, Nacher, Luna, Romo, & Jensen, 2011; 

Wach et al., 2013), memory (Alekseichuk, Turi, Amador de Lara, Antal, & Paulus, 2016; 

Jokisch & Jensen, 2007) and finally, cognitive control (Cavanagh & Frank, 2014). An 

insight into dynamics of brain oscillation therefore provides a window of opportunity to 

study electrophysiological underpinnings of cognitive processes. In accordance with this 

framework, the present study turns towards oscillatory activity to explore how cognitive 

control over emotional behaviour might be implemented in the human brain.  

1.2 Emotional action tendencies  

Emotional action tendencies are predominantly automatic processes that navigate action 

responses towards objects in the environment based on their evaluated valence (positive or 

negative). The general directionality of this tendency for people is to avoid aversive and 

approach appetitive stimuli (Phaf, Mohr, Rotteveel, & Wicherts, 2014). Approaching 

processes in response to positive, rewarding stimuli and avoidant processes in response to 

negative, threatening stimuli both take place on different levels of cognition; from simple 

reflexes to advanced cognitive actions (Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 1990). Approach-

avoidance tendencies may be observed in single-cell organisms, crustaceans, fish, snakes, 

birds, dogs, monkeys, and, of course, human beings. Because of this wide interspecies 

presence, Elliot proposes a hierarchical model where the approach-avoidance distinction is 

fundamental and basic to motivation (Elliot, 2006b) and essential for successful adaption 

to the environment. One of the main characteristics of this model is immediacy and 

predominantly automatic evaluation of valance. According to Elliot, categorizing 

perceived situations as positive or negative is thought to be automatic and not dependent 

on conscious appraisal. Even though conscious components cannot always be completely 

excluded they are not generally required for valence evaluation (Bargh, Chaiken, 

Raymond, & Hymes, 1996).  

 

1.2.1 Emotional action tendencies and control in the context of social interactions  

When we interact with other people, facial expressions often serve as a source of social 

cues and might influence an increase or decrease in the distance between the self and the 

person with a particular expression (Kaldewaij, Koch, Volman, Toni, & Roelofs, 2016). 

They also tend to be a more reliable indication of approachability than bodily postures 

(Willis, Palermo, & Burke, 2011). For example, when someone is asking for directions on 

a busy sidewalk, they will rather approach a person with a positive facial expression. This 

choice can be made automatically without being aware of the reason for it. People in 

general tend to avoid angry human faces more readily than happy faces (Roelofs, Minelli, 

Mars, van Peer, & Toni, 2009; Volman, Roelofs, Koch, Verhagen, & Toni, 2011) in fast 

paced reaction tasks. This might be beneficial in terms of preferring interactions where 

there is mutual interest and avoiding aggressive individuals. However, the principle of 

approach-avoidance is not only limited to automatic responses. In more complex social 
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interactions such as forming friendships, people also generally avoid interactions when 

they have a fear of rejection and approach interactions when they hope for affiliation 

(Elliot, 2006a). 

 

However, not all situations we face in modern society are as straightforward as these 

illustrative examples. It is not enough to always unselectively act on emotional tendencies; 

people need to process emotional information and manage emotional dynamics 

intelligently to navigate the social world (Hare, 2017). For example, when faced with an 

angry employer in a conflicting situation, it can be beneficial to persist and try to resolve 

the issue more deliberately through communication, rather than immediately running away 

and potentially losing a job. Therefore the exercise of cognitive control over emotional 

biases is needed in order to appropriately guide behaviour and decisions (Seymour & 

Dolan, 2008). Furthermore, two empirical studies reported by Lopes et al. (2004) show a 

positive correlation between the ability to manage emotions with quality of interactions 

with friends and the opposite sex (Lopes et al., 2004; Lopes, Salovey, Côté, & Beers, 2005). 

More importantly, a disruption in the system of cognitive control over emotional actions 

can be a major influence in psychopathologies such as social anxiety disorder, reflecting 

as well in the approach-avoidance behaviour by relatively faster avoidance of emotional 

faces (Heuer, Rinck, & Becker, 2007). Deficits in the ability to control emotional action 

tendencies, especially avoidance, are one of the common symptoms in  in social anxieties 

(Ly & Roelofs, 2009). This is of interest because of high prevalence of anxiety and mood 

disorders. Lifetime occurrence in European adults is 14.0 % for any mood disorder and 

13.6 % for any anxiety disorder. Moreover, 6 % of the adult population is currently 

suffering from a type of anxiety disorder and 4.2 % from mood disorders (Alonso et al., 

2004). The other part of the spectrum of individual differences in approach-avoidance 

tendencies is in reduced avoidance of angry faces associated with psychopathy. Reported 

absence of avoidance tendencies in psychopathic individuals also relates to levels of 

instrumental aggression and inability to experience personal distress (von Borries et al., 

2012). For both cases of altered approach-avoidance tendencies in social anxiety disorder 

and psychopathy the gaze of presented faces had to be directed at the individual rather than 

averted to have an effect (Roelofs et al., 2010; von Borries et al., 2012). This means that 

social cues such as angry faces have a bigger impact on avoidance behaviour when they 

refer to the subject; therefore, it is not just the case of matching general valence of stimulus 

to response. 

 

A disruption in approach-avoidance tendencies might also be caused by stress related 

symptoms. Higher levels of cortisol interfere with control over emotional biases by 

affecting both approach and avoidance reactions in human subjects (Roelofs, Elzinga, & 

Rotteveel, 2005). The negative effect of cortisol levels on performance in emotional control 

was demonstrated both for external stress induction (Roelofs et al., 2005) and for direct 

cortisol administration to the body (van Peer et al., 2007). Besides cortisol, it has been 

shown that endogenous concentrations of testosterone play a role in prefrontal cortex 

activation and their connectivity to amygdala during control over emotional biases 

(Volman, Toni, Verhagen, & Roelofs, 2011). 
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1.2.2 Neural correlates of action tendencies and control  

From a neuroscientific point of view, cognitive control represents a system for the selection 

of contextually relevant information and organizing and optimizing processing pathways 

in order to achieve flexible goal-directed behaviour (Ridderinkhof et al., 2004). The main 

role in this top-down selection belongs to the prefrontal cortex (Miller & Cohen, 2001). 

This broad definition of cognitive control encompasses processing in a wide variety of 

cognitive functions from problem solving, working memory allocation (Macdonald, 

Cohen, Stenger, & Carter, 2010) to stopping mechanisms (Aron, 2006) and action selection 

(Ridderinkhof et al., 2004). In the case of control over emotional action biases, control is a 

mechanism to select an appropriate response not only relying on tendencies to approach or 

avoid, but also on contextual information.  

 

Cognitive control mechanisms over emotional action tendencies are thought to be guided 

mostly by frontal brain areas. Lately, more attention has been dedicated to the aPFC, which 

seems to be involved in downregulating the areas that promote automatic emotional 

processing and upregulating areas that promote voluntary or instruction-based responses 

(Volman et al., 2013). If aPFC is downregulated by continuous theta burst stimulation 

(cTBS) during control over emotional behaviour, activity in the amygdala and the FFA 

increases, and activity in the posterior parietal cortex (PPC) decreases. These changes in 

activity coincide with increased errors in the control over emotional action (Volman, 

Roelofs, et al., 2011). This can be interpreted as follows: if controlled response is required 

over social-emotional biases, the aPFC coordinates an increased level of activity in the 

posterior parietal cortex (PPC), which is responsible for the selection of competing 

responses. In addition, it inhibits the activity of the amygdala and FFA, which are 

responsible for automatic emotional processing and evaluation (Volman, Roelofs, Koch, 

Verhagen, & Toni, 2011). The amygdala is a highly segmented brain structure involved in 

both reward system and fear conditioning networks. It rapidly processes and transmits 

information regarding the positive or negative valence stimuli and is therefore sensitive to 

threat (Janak & Tye, 2015). Inhibition of the amygdala when faced with socially 

threatening faces in this model might therefore be a control mechanism to favour persisting 

compared to avoidance. The main function of the FFA is thought to be selective processing 

of human faces (Grill-Spector, Knouf, & Kanwisher, 2004; N. Kanwisher & Yovel, 2006). 

This puts the FFA as one of the more important brain areas for social interactions. 

Hypoactivity in the FFA has been shown to correlate with decreased attention to human 

faces such as in autistic spectrum disorders (Schultz et al., 2003). In their model of control, 

Volman et al. suggest that FFA is driving the response in the amygdala, but also propose 

that this connection might be inhibited by the aPFC during control in their more elaborate 

models (Volman et al., 2013). Inhibition of the FFA or its connection to the amygdala could 

serve the purpose of downregulating stimulus driven automatic action tendency. A scheme 

of the basic model proposed by Volman et al. is presented in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1: Proposed model of control over emotional action tendencies (Volman et al., 

2013). 

This figure shows a basic neural model of neural activity during the AAT. aPFC anterior 

prefrontal cortex, FFA fusiform face area, AMY amygdala. In this scheme face 

presentation drives FFA activity, which projects to the amygdala (AMY) that is 

bidirectionally connected with aPFC.  

 

Some researchers suggest an explanation on how the prefrontal areas coordinate control 

over other regions and it involves coordinated oscillatory activity over regions (Cavanagh 

& Frank, 2014; Helfrich & Knight, 2016). Focus on neural oscillations is important in this 

context to provide possible explanations about interregional communication. Oscillatory 

activity in the brain is explained in detail in the subsequent chapters.  

1.3 Approach-avoidance task 

There are different paradigms in use for mapping approach-avoidance behaviour, from 

active body movements to decision paradigms (Kaldewaij et al., 2016). One of the useful 

active paradigms to study control over emotional biases is by using an approach–avoidance 

task (AAT). Action dispositions within the framework of the AAT correspond to appetitive 

and aversive motivations that trigger approach and avoidance behaviours, respectively. In 

this task, participants are asked to respond to visually presented emotional cues by moving 

their hand, arm or whole body towards (approach) or away from (avoidance) the visual 

stimuli in two differing conditions: congruent and incongruent. People are usually slower 

in incongruent (approach aversive and avoid appetitive situations) than in congruent 

conditions (approach appetitive and avoiding aversive)  (Chen & Bargh, 1999; Phaf et al., 

2014). This behavioural effect is usually in the small-to-medium effect size range from 

0.21 to 0.34. The effect size is measured as the difference between population means, 

divided by their pooled standard deviation and is considered small for values around 0.2 
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and medium sized around 0.5 (J. Cohen, 1992). Responses to the stimuli in the incongruent 

task condition take longer to initiate because they require the suppression of automatically 

triggered emotional action tendencies (Volman et al., 2011). The difference in mean 

reaction times between congruent and incongruent task conditions is named congruency 

effect.   

 

It is not clear whether approach-avoidance responses are completely automatic and whether 

or not evaluation of biases is only implicit, but there is a clear and consistent pattern 

showing that people tend to approach appetitive- and avoid aversive stimuli (Phaf et al., 

2014). It is possible that responses are guided not only by completely automatic processes, 

but also by external incentives to focus on some specific features to evaluate their valence. 

This concretely means that in the approach-avoidance tasks for human subjects, the 

congruency effect might be further enhanced by instruction to pay attention to features that 

define valence. In a common approach-avoidance task, people are asked to pay attention 

to emotional expression by presented faces (and not some other facial features). Another 

conclusion of a meta-analytical study conducted by Phaf et al. is that there is no preference 

for flexing or extending arm muscles for approaching or avoiding movements. There is 

however, a strong effect of instructing which movement represents approach and which 

represents avoidance, so it is crucial that participants are unambiguously instructed. One 

way to increase congruency effect of the AAT task is to use a zooming-in effect of a 

presented stimulus when subjects choose to approach it and a zooming-out effect when 

they choose to avoid it (Rinck & Becker, 2007). This creates a slightly more ecologically 

valid task environment, as participants can see the effects of their decisions. Choosing to 

approach increases the visual angle of a presented object, and reversely choosing to avoid 

diminishes it as it would happen in a real environment when increasing or decreasing 

distance in between. Generally, this version of the task is used only to track behavioural 

effects and it is not recommended for simultaneous recording of neural activity, because it 

introduces unwanted visual artefacts. 

 

Besides having aversive and appetitive stimuli, some versions of the task contain also a 

neutral category to better understand if behaviour is driven more by negative or positive 

valence of stimuli. There are also other implementations without using human faces, but 

rather other pictures denoting positive or negative valence such as depictions of fear 

inducing animals (Rinck & Becker, 2007) or food items (Kaldewaij et al., 2016; Phaf et 

al., 2014). Occasionally, also negative and positive words are used as stimuli in the AAT. 

In this study we used a version of the task with emotional human faces as stimuli to trigger 

emotional action tendencies in the social-emotional context. 

1.4 Magnetoencephalography  

Magnetoencephalography is a non-invasive procedure of recording electrophysiological 

brain activity. It was developed and introduced to the research community in 1972 (D. 

Cohen, 1972) and it is gaining popularity both as a research and a diagnostic tool  

(Braeutigam, 2013). It measures weak magnetic fields caused by electrical currents of 

synchronized neural activity of the brain with millisecond precision. The predominant 

sources of these currents are intracellular potentials stemming from pyramidal neurons of 
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the cerebral cortex (Hari & Salmelin, 2012). The reasons for an increase in use are its 

advantages over other imaging methods. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) 

for instance, relies mainly on secondary processes of brain activity; blood oxygenation 

level dependent contrasts (BOLD) which provide information about energy consumption 

by more active areas of the brain. In contrast to fMRI, MEG relies on a more direct measure 

of brain activation with a greater temporal resolution. 

  

For years EEG was the measuring device of choice for neuroscientists to measure electrical 

neural activity. However, one of the main drawbacks has always been smearing of the 

signal because of the varying conductivity of the tissues between the skull and the scalp 

and a poor conduction of the scull in particular, which decreases spatial specificity of EEG 

signal (Hari & Salmelin, 2012). Whereas electric conductivity changes in the radial 

direction from cortex to scalp, magnetic permeability of biological tissue is the same as for 

a vacuum. As a consequence, fields measured outside the head are mostly unaffected by 

the tissues in between (Okada, Lahteenmäki, & Xu, 1999). Additionally, a signal measured 

by an MEG does not need to be referenced. Another notable difference between EEG and 

MEG is the sensitivity to current orientations. MEG is better at detecting activity 

originating from currents oriented tangentially to the cortex, whereas EEG picks up signal 

from currents flowing in radial direction (Hämäläinen, Hari, Ilmoniemi, Knuutila, & 

Lounasmaa, 1993). This is due to the fact that magnetic field changes the most with 

distance from the source perpendicular to the current flow. Therefore, both methods remain 

complementary to each other in the sense of sensitivity to neural directionality. In terms of 

spatial information MEG has higher sensitivity than EEG, though both are best combined 

with MRI which can yield a much better spatial resolution. MEG is less sensitive to noise 

in the higher frequency bands than EEG (Lopes da Silva, 2013), making it a more reliable 

tool for reconstruction of gamma activity. In terms of recording, EEG is more readily 

available and portable, whereas MEG systems sit permanently in a specifically adapted 

room. Because of high building and maintenance costs, MEG is not as broadly available 

as EEG. Recording with EEG requires good conductance between each electrode and the 

scalp, a problem which is typically addressed by applying some conductive gel between 

them. This procedure might be time consuming and a nuisance to older and frail subjects. 

For recording with MEG and similarly to (f)MRI it is only required for subjects not to 

move their head in respect to the sensory array.  

 

In terms of detectable signal a sufficient population of neurons should be synchronously 

activated and properly spatially organized, which is the case with pyramidal neurons of the 

cortex (Lopes da Silva, 2013). No matter the proper parallel alignment of the cells, the 

signal is substantially decreased by partial cancelation of source current flows with 

reciprocal orientation (Hämäläinen et al., 1993). Overall, detectable MEG signal is 

extremely weak, about 10 – 100 femto-tesla (fT). To put it in perspective: an fMRI machine 

can produce fields in the range of 1 – 10 Tesla (T) and even the Earth’s magnetic field is 

many orders of magnitudes larger with a range of 25 – 65 micro-tesla (µT).  

 

Due to the small signal size, very precise sensors are needed to detect it. Superconducting 

Quantum Interference Devices (SQUIDs) have the means to detect very small magnetic 

fields without an electric reference (Silver & Zimmerman, 1965). Most modern MEG 
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devices now contain around 300 SQUID sensors which need to be immersed in liquid 

helium at the temperature of around 4 K. Besides having to maintain sensors at extremely 

low temperatures, the whole room needs to be magnetically shielded to prevent the noise 

from the Earth’s magnetic field or near electrical devices shadowing the signal (Huang & 

Shah, 1994).  

 

Despite its small amplitude, a signal detected by SQUIDs can convey information about 

neural dynamics in high temporal precision. Neurons tend to synchronize with each other 

in rhythmical or oscillatory fashion creating similar changes in the observed magnetic field 

(Buzsáki, 2009). The next chapters address how to observe and interpret neural oscillations 

in the brain.   

1.5 Oscillation  

Our physical reality is full of periodical phenomena, cyclical rhythms and repetitions in 

time and space. Be it a day and night cycle, beating of a heart or a whole concert hall of 

people clapping ecstatically in synchrony, we can describe a lot of processes as rhythmical 

variation in time; in other words, oscillations. The simplest mathematical tool to represent 

oscillation is a sinusoid or a sine wave. The equation reveals important properties of a wave 

for us to observe: 

 

𝑦(𝑡) = 𝐴 sin (2𝜋𝑓𝑡 +  𝜑) 

 

In this formula, A represents the amplitude or a peak deviation on the y-axis, f represents 

the frequency or the number of cycles in time t and 𝜑 represents a phase or an onset on the 

x axis where we represent time. A period of a sine wave is a time period containing exactly 

one peak and one trough.  
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Figure 2: Basic properties of oscillatory function. 

First graph depicts comparison of two identical sinusoids, but the amplitude of the red is 

double that of the blue one. In the second graph, the frequency is doubled to observe more 

cycles in the same time window. In the third graph, a phase shift is present, which results 

in an offset of the starting point: red curve starts at the maximum amplitude instead of zero.  

 

The reason to revisit the sinusoid is because it represents the corner stone of time-frequency 

analysis. An analysis tool with which we can quantify the oscillatory processes of different 

frequency bands by observing their statistical properties (Nunez & Srinivasan, 2009).  

1.5.1 Oscillations in the brain 

The first oscillations in the brain were discovered by Hans Berger a few years after 1919 

when he was promoted to the Chair of the Department of Psychiatry and Neurology and 

devoted his time there in a hopeless effort to find underlying mechanisms of “telepathy” 

between people (Buzsáki, 2009). Despite his fruitless efforts to discover telepathic sources 

in the brain, his secret EEG recordings on himself, his son and patients with skull defects, 

gave rise to the later development of electrophysiological methods. Nowadays we 

understand that main sources of measurable electrical activity stem from synchronized 

neural activity. More specifically, the main source comes from postsynaptic potential 

causing a rush of ions through the membrane of a pyramidal neuron. This means that EEG 

and MEG record mostly neuronal input into the cell and not their output in terms of action 

potential. . An unequal distribution of ions outside the neuron creates a difference in the 

potential between two areas causing electrical current flow in the conductive medium 

surrounding a neural cell alongside dendritic trees, which is a source of the fields we 

measure using EEG and MEG (Hämäläinen et al., 1993). The electromagnetic field 

produced by just one neuron is too weak to detect. What we observe is a net effect of 
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synchronized populations of neurons, aligned parallel to each other (M. Cohen, 2014; 

Nunez & Srinivasan, 2009).  

 

Frequencies of brain oscillations range from less than 1 Hz to up to around 150 Hz. A 

subdivision of frequency bands is traditionally denoted by Greek letters. The names of 

frequency bands correspond somewhat to the order of discovery and somewhat to their 

more specific significance in terms of brain processing, but not completely consistent or 

without overlaps (Buzsáki, 2009). Oscillatory intervals differ slightly from author to 

author; this is the usual distribution into categories: 

 

Slow:  < 1 Hz 

Delta: 1 – 4 Hz 

Theta: 4 – 8 Hz 

Alpha: 8 – 12 Hz 

Beta: 12 – 30 Hz 

Gamma: 30 – 100 Hz 

Ultrafast oscillations: > 100 Hz 

1.6 Alpha band oscillations and alpha gating  

The first oscillation to be discovered by Berger was the alpha rhythm; reflecting 

synchronized neural activity around 10 Hz. This rhythm is clearly visible in the raw signal, 

mainly over visual areas.  Plotting a power spectrum representation of human EEG or MEG 

usually reveals a clear peak in activity somewhere between 8 and 13 Hz (Figure 4). Alpha 

band activity has an average peak at around 10 Hz with around 1 Hz of standard deviation 

in the healthy adult population (Shackman, McMenamin, Maxwell, Greischar, & 

Davidson, 2010). Peak frequency correlates negatively with age (Chiang, Rennie, 

Robinson, van Albada, & Kerr, 2011), Alzheimer dementia progression (Klimesch, 1997) 

and with general decrease in working memory performance (Clark et al., 2004).   

 

In the years after its initial discovery, parieto-occipital alpha activity was observed to 

increase in power when a subject closes their eyes and decrease in power when a subject 

observes a visual stimulus. Because of this, the alpha band rhythm was deemed to represent 

the “idle” state of the brain when subjects were in an awake state but not applying any 

cognitive effort (Loomis, Harvey, & Hobart, 1936). Decades of EEG research have shown 

numerous examples where alpha processing correlated with a diminishing performance in 

sensory, attentional and memory tasks, suggesting a role of alpha amplitude in cortical 

inhibition (Ray & Cole, 1985).  

 

More recently, new proposals and models attribute even more involvement of alpha band 

activity in the mechanisms of cognitive processes (Palva & Palva, 2007). These studies not 

only focus on the amplitude, but also take into consideration alpha phase dynamics and its 

interaction with activity in higher frequency bands. In the spirit of updated views on alpha 

processing, some researchers suggest a model where alpha activity serves as a gating 

mechanism for neural activity in the gamma band (Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010; Osipova, 

Hermes, & Jensen, 2008). This model fits well with observed increases in alpha activity 
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over task-irrelevant regions. The underlying mechanics of this kind of gating could be the 

pulsed inhibition of gamma band activity by periodically (approximately every 0.1 s at the 

peaks of alpha waves) disengaging neuronal activity in higher frequencies (Jensen & 

Mazaheri, 2010), thereby creating a phase-power locked coupling between alpha and 

gamma (Jensen, Gips, Bergmann, & Bonnefond, 2014). This kind of interaction would be 

beneficial for coordinating perceptual, attentional and motor processes by inhibiting 

pathways of lower salience.  

 

For example, in an empirical study where subjects were cued to pay attention to only one 

part of the visual field, an anticipatory attention effect was discovered at posterior electrode 

sites. A decrease in alpha amplitude was observed contralateral to the expected visual 

stimulation as compared to the ipsilateral field (Sauseng et al., 2005). In other words, 

occipital areas of the brain in charge of processing visual information from unattended 

hemifield were inhibited by an increase in alpha activity.  

 

Additionally, alpha gating could be used to explain more than just attentive shifts within a 

single modality. In a study by Foxe and Snyder (2011) stimuli consisted of both visual and 

auditory components that were presented at the same time. When subjects were asked to 

only pay attention to the auditory modality of a stimulus, researchers would observe an 

increase of alpha band oscillations over parieto-occipital structures causing disengagement 

within the visual modality (Foxe & Snyder, 2011). Similarly, when the instruction was to 

focus on the visual component, there was a relative increase in alpha activity over more 

temporal regions involved with the processing of auditory information.  

 

There is also evidence of alpha activity being in rhythmic relation with neural spiking 

activity, in accordance with the alpha gating model. Heagens et al., (2011) showed that, in 

macaque somatosensory and motor cortices, alpha oscillations are phase synchronized with 

spikes (Haegens et al., 2011). The synchronization was strongest for periods of lower alpha 

activity and this decrease in alpha power also correlated with an increase in spiking firing 

rate. The probability of a neuron firing was larger in the troughs of alpha cycle and lower 

at the peaks. This is support for the alpha gating theory as it has been demonstrated that 

activity in the gamma band serves as a predictor of neural spiking (Manning, Jacobs, Fried, 

& Kahana, 2010; Whittingstall & Logothetis, 2009). 

  

The usual time length of post-synaptic events after triggering the action potential is around 

10 to 15 ms. Therefore, neural synchronization is the most effective at 60 to 100 Hz (Jensen 

& Mazaheri, 2010), in order to affect further excitation downstream. Some authors propose 

that both gamma phase and amplitude play an important role in communication between 

brain areas. Timing of the output spike activity compared to the phase of the gamma cycle 

might be a way to code information. The more excitatory input a neuron receives for 

example, the more likely it is to trigger in the early phase of gamma cycle (Fries, Nikolić, 

& Singer, 2007). This can serve both as a communication and a competition tool between 

neural populations. A suppression of gamma band activity by alpha gating would cause 

periodically appearing short intervals of time when it would be possible for neurons to 

synchronize to gamma band frequencies. This would produce an alpha phase guided 

repeating gamma synchronization and desynchronization. Amplitude of alpha activity is 
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also an important factor in this model, because it influences the length of gamma duty 

cycles (see Figure 3). Empirical evidence in support of this connection show the largest 

alpha and gamma coupling in MEG signal over occipital areas in healthy subject and are 

in accordance with intracranial recordings of epileptic patients (Osipova et al., 2008). 

 

 
Figure 3: Alpha gating model (Osipova et al., 2008). 

This model portrays a possible alpha gating mechanism. A simulated signal in which 

amplitude of gamma activity (bottom) is oscillating in accordance with alpha activity phase 

and amplitude (top). Periods of alpha troughs (valleys) represent so called duty cycles 

where there is a possibility for increased bursts of gamma activity.   

1.7 Fourier transformation 

In order to acquire information about the oscillatory properties of the data, such as changes 

in amplitude of the alpha wave in Figure 3, one must transform the data from a time domain 

to a frequency domain. Fourier transformation is a function that creates this transition by 

transforming a signal in the time domain into its constituent frequency components. This 

means that it represents a signal as a combination of sine waves with different frequencies 

and phases and recognizes how much each of them contributes to that signal. In its essence, 

it calculates the dot product between the signal and the constituent sine waves. The dot 

product is a sum of products between corresponding elements (at the same position) of two 

vectors and can be understood as a sum of elements in one vector weighted by the elements 

of another vector. Statistical interpretation for the dot product is that it represents the 

covariance or similarity between vectors. Fourier transformation makes use of the dot 

product by calculating it at each measured point in time. In other words, it computes the 

similarity between the signal and a sinusoid function with particular frequency, by sliding 
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one over the other over all available time points. Upon performing the Fourier 

transformation, we retrieve two pieces of information. One is the amplitude of each sinus 

wave represented in the absolute value of Fourier transform and the other is information 

about the phase, stored in the complex argument of Fourier components. Because each sine 

wave already contains information about its frequency, we can get a three dimensional 

signal representation using Fourier transformation, consisting of frequency, power 

(amplitude squared) and phase (M. Cohen, 2014). Most of the time we are only interested 

in the power of particular frequency and how it changes over time. In that case the goal is 

to combine information from both time and frequency domains.  

1.8 Time-frequency approach 

Time-frequency approaches are based on extracting and making use of information both 

from time domain and frequency domain. One of the most common approaches is a Short 

Time Fourier Transformation (STFT). The method consists of breaking down the signal to 

shorter intervals – time windows and extracting their frequency structure (Welch, 1967). 

These windows can then be moved in short steps in temporal domain to create a description 

of frequency modulation over time. There are multiple advantages to using these 

approaches. Firstly, many results from time-frequency analysis can be used to get more 

information about underlying brain processes in real time. They can be used from practical 

clinical application, all the way up to the integration attempts to explain emergent cognitive 

processes (Varela et al., 2001). This may be one of the reasons for the widespread use of 

methods with the main focus of retrieving oscillatory activity in the field of neuroscience. 

Be it from an in vitro single cell recording to rather large EEG and MEG systems for 

recording a whole brain oscillatory activity, there is always a need for successful 

interpretation of oscillatory data. However, the main and more practical reason to transform 

data into frequency domain is to extract additional information which may otherwise 

remain hidden. One of such examples is observing evoked and induced activity. Evoked 

oscillations are phase-locked to the stimulus, whereas induced oscillations are not (David, 

Kilner, & Friston, 2006). This means that if we analyse activity only in the time domain, 

we can only observe event-related fields (ERF) or event-related potentials (ERP) reflecting 

phase-locked evoked activity. For averaging trials, which have common oscillatory 

components but distributed phase, we have to move to the frequency domain. The main 

mathematical procedure in moving between domains of time and frequency is the Fourier 

transformation, explained in preceding paragraph.  

1.8.1 Limitations of Time-Frequency-Based approaches 

There are a few limitations to be aware of when using Fourier transformation. First, the 

choice of time interval length affects the resolution of frequency in a direct inverse relation. 

A larger time window of choice results in a smaller interval between neighbouring 

frequencies that we can tell apart, in other words it increases the resolution (more about 

this in the Methods). However, it would be ill advised to take very long intervals of EEG 

or MEG-data just to improve frequency resolution. Firstly, because we are interested in the 

cognitive processing happening on smaller time scales (tens to hundreds of ms), and 
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secondly because there is another assumption we must take into consideration when using 

Fourier transformation. This assumption is that the window of data we are transforming is 

stationary, which means that the mean, variance and autocorrelation structure do not 

change over time (Sakkalis, 2011). This is not true for the electrophysiological signal of 

the brain overall, as oscillatory properties change rather dynamically. However, the 

assumption of stationarity violated considerably less on a shorter time scale, for intervals 

of a couple of hundreds milliseconds (Persson, 1977). Due to these reasons, STFTT is a 

common viable option for analysing electrophysiological data. Shorter time windows have 

their own shortcomings, which need to be addressed for practical applications.  

 

One problem arising in choosing the appropriate shorter time window of interest for 

reconstructing spectral activity is that constituent sinusoid functions should fit perfectly in 

the time window in order to not cause a discontinuity on the edges of the signal. In other 

words, time window should be a natural multiple of period for each sine wave of choice. 

Often, this is not possible for all of the frequencies we are estimating. This causes a 

phenomenon called spectral leakage. In order to estimate a steep transition of signal on the 

edges in case of discontinuity, Fourier transformation recognizes activity in other 

frequency bands to account for this abrupt change. Those are not constituent sine wave 

frequencies of the signal in question, but rather frequencies that are leaking into our 

estimate as a consequence of time interval choice. The solution to this problem is applying 

a taper, a kind of an envelope function to smooth the transition on the edges and control 

for leaking of other frequencies into the spectrum. This is done by tapering down the signal 

on the edges to zero value or close to zero to ensure a sine wave continuity (Harris, 1978).  

The preferable shape for a taper is a bell-curve, because it leaves the majority of central 

part of time window as it is and downsizes the edges considerably. Gaussian tapering 

window is however not particularly practical, because it either decreases towards zero too 

slowly towards the edges or gets really narrow if we inforce tapering the edges down to 

zero value (M. Cohen, 2014). More commonly used is a Hanning taper (also called Hann 

window/taper), which is wider in shape, but reliably tapers down to zero value on the edges, 

thus providing a more preferable spectral leakage profile. 

 

To account for the lost data due to applying a taper, one should use a moving time window. 

By moving a time window of choice in short steps to the right on the time axis and 

calculating a Fourier transform on each step, we ensure that each part of the signal gets 

evaluated. The end result is a three dimensional time-frequency representation, with 

information about the temporal dynamics of power for each frequency of interest.  

1.9 Source reconstruction of oscillatory activity  

1.9.1 The inverse problem 

In order to reliably reconstruct an estimate of the sources of brain activity more information 

is needed than just electrophysiological information from the array of sensors. In its 

essence the goal is to locate and approximate the sources of electromagnetic activity – in 

our case large groups of neurons, just from their electrical potential or magnetic field 
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measured at different locations. This kind of problem is named an inverse problem. If we 

try to reduce the problem to a simpler one and observe some sources planted inside a 

passive conductor, for instance a model of a human head (e.g. based on MRI), we can ask 

two questions: Can we model the magnetic field at sensory locations close to the head 

considering that we know exact properties of the sources and their locations? The answer 

is yes; we can recreate magnetic field distribution by solving Maxwell’s equations. We call 

this problem a forward problem and it has a unique solution for each chosen sensor 

location. However, if we turn the question around and ask if we can model the sources 

inside the sphere considering that we know the exact values of magnetic field all around 

the surface of the sphere, the answer is no. There is an infinite number of solutions of 

possible sources and their compositions which could produce the exact same distribution 

of magnetic field (Nunez & Srinivasan, 2009).  We call this the inverse problem, because 

we are trying to recreate source activity from the observed magnetic field. In order to reach 

a single reliable solution of the inverse problem, some constrains need to be employed in 

the mathematical procedure in terms of physical properties of the tissue, properties of the 

sources or the noise.  

1.9.2 Some common approaches to solving the inverse problem 

There are multiple approaches to introduce additional constrains to the inverse problem.  

The most common methods are dipole modelling or equivalent current dipole fitting 

(ECD), minimum current estimate or minimum-norm estimate, and beamforming. In 

modelling with dipoles the source activity is constrained to a smaller number of prevailing 

dipole sources with variable orientation and position in the brain (Stenbacka, 2002). The 

main drawback of this method is the problem of finding the mean source activity across 

subjects, because estimated dipoles and dipole orientations might vary wildly across 

individuals. The assumed sources are also highly spatially localized, so ECD is not 

recommended for spatially distributed sources. By using the Minimum Current Estimate, 

the goal is to find the most probable current distribution by finding the smallest norm of 

currents while keeping the error of estimated source activity as low as possible (Hincapié 

et al., 2017). The assumption here is that noise is normally distributed. In this thesis 

however, we used the Dynamic Imaging of Coherent Sources (DICS) beamforming 

method. A method that tries to minimize the variance of estimated spatial filters (Gross et 

al., 2001). The main advantage of beamforming is that it introduces less assumptions about 

the sources or the noise compared to other methods.  

1.9.3 Beamforming 

Beamforming is a general method for reconstructing source activity, which is based on 

spatial filtering. Its objective is to estimate the signal arriving from the location of interest 

when there is a presence of noise and other interfering sources (Van Veen & Buckley, 

1988). A good spatial filter reliably estimates the source at a given location of interest while 

simultaneously suppressing the contribution of surrounding sources. This constraint is 

implemented in beamforming by minimizing the variance of spatial filter outputs. Input 

data for beamforming is either a covariance matrix in the temporal domain or its equivalent 
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in the frequency domain called cross spectral density matrix. The cross spectral density 

matrix provides a channel by channel power covariance measure for an array of frequencies 

of interest.  

  

The main advantage of beamforming compared to the Minimum-norm Estimate is that 

there are no assumptions about the noise, besides being temporally uncorrelated to the 

source we are observing. This is why beamforming is more robust and reliable when 

modelled for data with different signal to noise ratios (Hincapié et al., 2017). Contrary to 

the equivalent current dipole method, there are no assumptions about the number of 

sources, but rather we introduce a three dimensional grid and estimate their activity all over 

the brain. This makes averaging over subjects much easier. The only assumption implicitly 

made here is that different sources are not correlated to each other, although it has been 

shown that beamforming successfully differentiate between partially correlated sources as 

well  (Hincapié et al., 2017). 
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CHAPTER 2 

RESEARCH STUDY 

2.1 Aims 

In this thesis, we study the role of low-level processing in cognitive control over emotional 

action biases. We investigate whether cortical inhibition of visual areas correlates with 

control over emotional actions through down regulation of the processing of emotional 

stimuli. The proposed mechanism for this is alpha gating; an inhibitory mechanism 

observed in competing processes in predominantly perceptual, attentional and motor tasks. 

By observing similar patterns in the approach-avoidance tasks, parallels could be drawn 

between different cognitive tasks, increasing the generalizability of alpha gating. No 

attempts will be made to answer whether hypothesised inhibitory processing in alpha band 

is driven top-down by prefrontal regions or whether this connection exists, but rather if the 

effects of alpha gating are observable in this context in the first place. Observation of 

hypothesised alpha band activity modulation in action selection processing of emotionally 

biased stimuli, might provide a starting point to further research on low-level activity 

during cognitive control over social-emotional behaviour. One of the underlying goals of 

this thesis was to also give a more detailed insight into the methodological procedure. Two 

types of analysis were used to address the same hypothesis: one using channel data and the 

other using reconstructed sources of activity. This was done to make use of the potential in 

MEG data to acquire more precise spatial information.  

 

2.2 Main hypothesis 

To address the main research problem two conditions are compared: affect-congruent and 

affect-incongruent conditions. In the congruent condition, the participants respond in 

accordance with their emotional action tendencies by approaching happy and avoiding 

angry faces. In the incongruent condition, subjects are instructed to control their emotional 

action tendencies and instead approach angry and avoid happy faces. In the latter case, the 

assumption is that this scenario creates two opposing and competing action plans, one of 

which has to be supressed. To assess the influence of preparatory control in the incongruent 

condition, a period between stimulus presentation and the movements is evaluated. Only 

control during stimulus processing is considered in this thesis, which means that conditions 

were compared in the period between a stimulus presentation and the response.  

 

Hypothesis: higher alpha band power in the incongruent compared to the congruent task 

condition over visual areas.  
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2.3 Methods  

2.3.1 Subjects 

Forty-five undergraduate students of the Radboud University participated in this study. 

Three were excluded from analysis due to large number of errors (>30%) and two due to 

excessively noisy MEG signal. A total of 40 right-handed, male participants with normal 

or corrected vision were finally included in the analysis (mean age: 23.5 years, SD: 2.8 

years, range: 18-33 years). Participants were screened to exclude any (history of) 

psychiatric or neurologic disorders and use of psychoactive medication. All participants 

signed an informed consent for participation and were reimbursed with a monetary reward 

or research credits upon completion. The study was covered by the blanket ethical approval 

for all neuroimaging studies at the Donders Institute in Nijmegen CMO:2014/288.  

2.3.2 Materials and apparatus 

The task was programmed using Presentation® software, version 16.4 (neurobs.com) and 

was presented on screen using a PROPixx beamer with a refresh rate of 120 Hz and a 

resolution of 1920:1080. MEG signal was acquired using a whole brain CTF-275 system 

with axial gradiometers. Data was recorded at a sampling rate of 1200 Hz. Four sensors 

(MLF62, MLC32, MLC11 & MRF66) were permanently disabled due to high noise. The 

helmet was set at 15° compared to the horizontal plane and the subjects were seated 80 cm 

from the screen. Head location was measured using localization coils in both ear canals 

and on the nasion and was continuously monitored using online head localization software 

(Stolk, Todorovic, Schoffelen, & Oostenveld, 2013). In case of large deviations from the 

initial head position (+/- 5 mm) we paused the experiment and instructed the subject to 

move back to their original position. For responses during the task, our participants used a 

customized Fiber Optic Joystick (fORP design), that was calibrated for each individual 

prior to the experiment. A displacement of 20% from the centre in each direction was taken 

as a response. Each response was accompanied by a marker added to the dataset for future 

response time analysis.   

 

 

High-resolution anatomical MRI images were acquired with a single-shot magnetization 

prepared rapid acquisition of gradient-echo (MPRAGE) sequence (acceleration factor 2 

with generalized autocalibrating partial parallel acquisition (GRAPPA) method, TR 2400 

ms/TE2.13 ms, effective voxel size 1 x 1 x 1 mm, 176 sagittal slices, distance factor 50%, 

flip angle 8 degrees, orientation A >> P, field of view (FoV) 256 mm). To align structural 

MRI to MEG we provided the subjects with vitamin-E capsules in the ears, on the same 

locations as the localizer coils in the MEG system. 

2.3.3 Procedure 

Subjects were first instructed to change into non-magnetic clothing and were given verbal 

task instructions. Before entering the scanner room they provided a saliva sample to control 
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for testosterone and cortisol levels. Right after adjusting their position in the scanner, the 

subjects performed 4 blocks of practice trials, containing 8 stimuli each. These trials were 

identical to the ones used in the main experimental session. The main session consisted of 

16 blocks. Before each block, the subjects were instructed to respond either by pulling the 

joystick closer to their body or pushing it away. Special attention was given to the way 

subjects were instructed throughout the experimental session to prevent any ambiguity. 

The pulling motion was described as a movement towards themselves and the pushing 

motion was described as a movement away from their body. Practice trials were used to 

reaffirm this connection.  

 

Subjects completed a version of the approach-avoidance task (AAT), which was adapted 

for MEG. Trials started with the presentation of a white fixation cross presented in the 

centre of a black screen for 1000 ms. After fixation, a face was presented for 100 ms, after 

which the subject had 2000 ms to respond by pushing the joystick away, or pulling it 

towards themselves. Before each block, the subjects received written instructions on the 

screen, which instructed them to push the joystick towards themselves for happy faces and 

away from themselves for angry faces (congruent block) or vice versa (incongruent block). 

These response rules alternated each block. The main task consisted of 16 blocks 

containing 12 trials each, yielding 196 trials in total. Stimuli consisted of pictures of human 

faces expressing emotions of positive or negative valence. They were in grayscale, matched 

for brightness and contrast values, displayed against a black background and presented at 

the centre of the screen at a visual angle of 4.3*6.4 degrees.  

 

 

Upon completion of the experiment, participants provided a second saliva sample. Their 

structural MRI, which was used for the source localization procedure in the analysis, was 

acquired during a separate session where they performed the AAT using fMRI. Hormonal 

data and the fMRI were not used for the purpose of this study and are therefore not reported 

here.  

2.3.4 Analyses 

2.3.4.1 Behavioural data  

The main behavioural measure of interest in approach-avoidance tasks is the difference 

between congruent and incongruent in the time subjects take to respond to stimuli. Mean 

reaction times are usually higher for the incongruent condition than for the congruent 

condition (Chen & Bargh, 1999). To test if this effect persists in our study, we conducted 

a one sided, dependent sample t-test. Effect size was estimated with Cohen’s D, which is 

the difference between group means divided by their pooled standard deviation (J. Cohen, 

1992). Before testing we removed error trials and trials with a reaction time that exceeded 

+-3 sd for each individual participant. In addition, the overall threshold for the lowest 

accepted response time was set at 350 ms. Trials much shorter than the window of interest 

would introduce additional noise due to post response brain activity being evaluated as 

well.  
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 2.3.4.2 MEG preprocessing  

All preprocessing and consequent steps of analysis were conducted using Matlab2015a and 

Matlab2015b (the Mathworks), using open source FieldTrip toolbox for data processing 

(Oostenveld, Fries, Maris, & Schoffelen, 2011) and custom coded scripts. The MEG-data 

were detrended and demeaned in order to remove low frequency drifts and non-zero offset 

(DC) and filtered to remove 50 Hz power line noise and its higher harmonics at 100 Hz 

and 150 Hz. We removed the third order gradient from the data. Next, we performed 

manual trial rejection to remove trials with large deviations or artefacts. Independent 

component analysis (Makeig, Jung, Bell, Ghahremani, & Sejnowski, 1997) was performed 

to remove components that contained heartbeat, eye-blink or joystick artefacts. After this 

step all trials were again inspected to check the ICA removal and to remove any trials still 

containing apparent noise.  

2.3.4.3 Time of interest: Epoching 

For this study, epochs were aligned to stimulus presentation which was deemed t = 0. Even 

though we were not interested in the time period before time 0, or time after response, there 

was additional data left on both side of the time interval in question which served as a 

buffer zone. The buffer zone is the interval of time deliberately left on both sides of epochs 

when performing time-frequency analysis to avoid edge artefacts caused by Fourier 

transformation on short intervals. To deal with edge artefacts we used both Hanning taper 

and long (enough) buffer zones.  

2.3.4.4 Time-frequency analysis on the channel level 

Channel interpolation  

 

We interpolated channels that were removed due to high noise using a weighted average 

of their neighbouring channels. If there were not enough neighbouring channels to provide 

a reliable estimate, then those channels were not interpolated. That was the case for some 

of the channels on the edges of the sensory array.     

 

Planar representation 

 

A CTF - 275 system contains axial gradiometers. The interpretability of the axial sensory 

information is limited in surface representations but can be improved if we calculate planar 

gradients of the MEG field distribution (Jokisch & Jensen, 2007). This procedure separates 

recorded signal to horizontal and vertical components which we combined after performing 

Fourier transformation. The resulting signal is strongest directly above the source 

(Hämäläinen et al., 1993) and therefore easier to interpret. 

 

Time-frequency representation 
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We decomposed the data into 20 frequencies, ranging from 2 to 40 Hz in steps of 2 Hz 

using Short-time Fourier transform. It was implemented by convolution in the frequency 

domain using a 500 ms window tapered with a Hanning filter and moving in steps of 50 

ms. Single trials were then separated by condition to congruent and incongruent, combined 

and averaged for each participant.  

 

Channel level statistics 

 

A non-parametric permutation test was used on preprocessed sensory data without 

interpolated channels to evaluate statistical significance of differences between conditions 

(Maris & Oostenveld, 2007) for a general alpha band activity from 8 to 12 Hz. To correct 

for multiple comparison problem, cluster based correction was employed. Distributions for 

null hypothesis were created by randomly assigning a value in each condition pair to one 

of the conditions for each subject individually. Both t-value and relative difference were 

used individually as test statistics for 1000 randomizations. This was done to compare 

different statistical distributions with different sensitivity to variance within condition. 

These randomized distributions were subsequently compared to the original data. Both 

original clusters in data and clusters from random distributions were compared on the basis 

of summed value of test statistics to correct for multiple comparison. To account for 

random variability in p values derived from this process, we repeated a set of 1000 

randomization 100 times to get a mean p value estimate for clustered activity.   

2.3.4.5 Time-frequency analysis on the reconstructed source activity  

Individual alpha peak frequency estimate 

 

To increase precision of our analysis we decided to estimate subject specific peak alpha 

frequency. Some consequent steps of our analysis, like beamforming, rely on having a 

specifically narrow frequency range of interest to construct a reliable spatial filter for a 

specific frequency of interest. This is why we decided to use a subject specific peak alpha 

frequency instead of using an averaged frequency peak over all subjects or a predetermined 

frequency peak based on the literature. To retrieve a person specific alpha band peak in the 

spectrum, one should first transform data from time to frequency domain. We used a Fast 

Fourier Transformation algorithm implemented in FieldTrip with a 4 s long window 

obtaining a frequency resolution of 0.25 Hz. Frequency resolution is denoted by the 

Rayleigh frequency, which represents the lowest resolvable frequency interval and is 

calculated as an inverse of the length of the time window available (Kleinfeld & Mitra, 

2014). In our case: 

 

𝛥𝑓𝑅𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ =
1

𝑇
=  

1

4 𝑠
= 0.25 𝐻𝑧 , 

 

where T represents the length of the available time window. 
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Figure 4: Individual peak alpha frequency estimate 

Panel A and B represent power spectra plotted over all channels (upper graph) and 

occipital channels only (lower graph) for two individual participants. Peak alpha 

candidate frequencies are estimated for both. For the subject depicted in panel A there is 

one clear alpha peak at 10.5 Hz. For the subject shown in panel B however, there are two 

possible peaks at 8 Hz and at 9.25 Hz. To determine which peak represents sensory alpha 

activity, topographical distributions for this participant are plotted in panel C. Based on 

A 

B C 
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more posterior power distribution, frequency 9.25 Hz is chosen as the alpha peak for this 

participant.  

 

A power spectrum representation was determined for each individual subject first for all 

available channels and second for occipital channels only. In the next step alpha peak 

candidates were estimated from the power spectra with the findpeaks function implemented 

in MATLAB 2015a. If a global maximum on the interval between 7 and 13 Hz was the 

only prominent peak available and identical for both cases (all channels and occipital 

channels only), this frequency was chosen as an alpha peak. This was the case for 28 out 

of 40 subjects. For the remaining 12 there was some ambiguity either due to a discrepancy 

between local maxima over occipital channels and all channels, multiple competing local 

maxima in the interval of interest, or low amplitudes in the alpha range, due to the 1/f 

characteristics of the power spectrum. All of the ambiguities were resolved by plotting the 

topographical representation of activity of suggested peak frequencies and choosing the 

one with the most generalized and posterior activity (see Figure 4). 

 

Reconstruction of source activity 

 

We used Dynamic Imaging of Coherent Sources (DICS)  beamforming to localize sources 

of neural activity in the brain (Gross et al., 2001). A subject specific frequency of interest 

(their peak alpha frequency) was chosen with time interval of 500 ms after stimulus 

presentation. 

 

A forward model was created for each subject by aligning the anatomical MRI to the 

fiducial locations, extracting the brain volume and creating a surface description. For this 

we used a semi realistic single shell head model (Nolte, 2003). It is a two-step algorithm 

which numerically solves the forward model based on the boundary conditions. Next, we 

warped the individual MRI images to a template grid in MNI space, a structural template 

provided by the Montreal Neurological Institute (Brett, Johnsrude, & Owen, 2002), with 

spatial resolution of 8mm. Then the inverse of this warping was applied to the forward 

model. This procedure ensures that each voxel in subject space represents the same 

anatomical location no matter their anatomical structural differences, allowing averaging 

over subjects. The final model grid consisted of 11000 voxel locations for each subject in 

three dimensional space. All voxel points were realigned based on the relative head 

position to the sensors and their personal anatomical features. 

 

Realignment was inspected for each subject to make sure that head-model, source-model 

and sensors were all in correct spatial configurations in relation to each other. The process 

yielded successful results for all subjects. For realignment example, see Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Head-model and source-model realignment to sensory locations 

Red spots represent locations of axial gradiometers of MEG. The subject specific model of 

the brain is represented by triangulated grey surface and black spots are anatomically 

warped 3D grid for source locations. Note that more grid points are initially represented 

than needed (some black points are on the outside of the brain volume). However, in the 

source reconstruction process, only voxels with locations inside the brain are considered 

as valid source locations.  

 

We extracted power and cross spectral density from the non-baselined, preprocessed 

sensory data without interpolated channels using the Fourier transform. Next, a common 

spatial filter was created based on the full data (both conditions combined). This spatial 

filter was consecutively applied to both conditions separately to reconstruct source activity 

in subject specific alpha band. Using the same spatial filter for both congruent and 

incongruent conditions makes sure that possible condition differences arise only from the 

data and not from using different spatial filters.  

 

Note that in the source analysis, interpolated channels were excluded because they are a 

linear combination of other channel activity and therefore do not contribute unique 

variance to the source reconstruction.  

 

Source level statistics 

 

Similar to the statistical evaluation on the channel level, a non-parametric permutation test 

was used to evaluate statistical differences between conditions. Here we used subject 

specific peak alpha frequency and not a broader alpha band. To correct for the multiple 

comparison problem over 11000 voxels, cluster based correction was used. Both t-value 

and relative difference were used individually as test statistics for 1000 randomizations. 

These randomized distributions were subsequently compared to the original data, which 

were repeated 100 times for a more stable p value acquisition. 

 

For visual representation of the results, clusters of source activity were interpolated on the 

MRI template, combined with anatomical information from an Automated Anatomical 
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Labelling Atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002). A mask showing only statistically 

significant clusters was calculated to overlay over MRI horizontal slices with alpha source 

activity difference.  

2.3.4.6 Correlation with behavioural data  

In order to estimate correlation between alpha activity in significant clusters and response 

times, we had to first reconstruct alpha source activity trial by trial. Two time periods were 

taken into consideration for each trial. One interval during task and the other before the 

fixation cross presentation. The latter later served as a source of baseline alpha activity. 

Correlation was firstly performed using non-baselined raw data, but baselined activity was 

also evaluated in a separate track. A similar procedure of source reconstruction took place 

as for a grand average alpha activity. Beamforming step was implemented twice, first to 

create a common filter using all of the data and then on single trials using the same spatial 

filter. Subsequently, source increase was calculated for each trial and was correlated to 

corresponding response time using robust fit. Beta fitting parameters were calculated for 

each individual subject. Trials corresponding to each of the conditions were grouped 

together. Beta fitting parameters were divided by their standard error for statistical group 

comparisons and a t-test was calculated to determine if possible correlation between 

reaction times and alpha activity changes significantly between incongruent and congruent 

trials.  

2.4 Results 

2.4.1 Behavioural results 

Overall mean response time was 673.5 ms (SD = 145.7 ms) for congruent trials and 714.6 

ms (SD = 180.0 ms) for incongruent trials. Difference in mean response times between 

conditions was significant t(39) = 4.08, (p < 0.001), with effect size of 0.25 (Cohen’s d).  

2.4.2 Sensor level activity 

Time-frequency representation over the sensor level data revealed expected task related 

decrease in alpha activity over visual areas after presentation of visual stimuli (see Figure 

6). The response was calculated over all occipital channels and baseline corrected using 

relative change; for this we took data from the time period before the presentation of a 

fixation cross (-1.5 s to -1.0 s before). There was a clear decrease in the alpha (8 – 12 Hz) 

and beta (16 – 24 Hz) power after presentation of the stimulus in accordance with other 

reports (e.g. Kujala et al., 2015). Alpha decrease at time zero was accompanied by low 

frequency delta and theta activity. This activity reflects event-related fields (ERF), early 

phase-locked activity in response to the stimulus (M. Cohen & Donner, 2013). Another 

notable increase in the time-frequency representation is in the beta band, right after average 

response time. We assume this activity relates to motor activation (Grent-’t-Jong et al., 

2013). 
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Figure 6: Mean time-frequency representation for all trials over occipital channels 

Colour scheme represents relative difference in power compared to baseline. Time point 0 

stands for the moment of stimulus presentation.  

 

Condition comparison on a channel level did not show any significant differences in alpha 

amplitude, which was also confirmed by non-parametric permutation analysis.  

 

 
Figure 7: Relative alpha power difference between conditions in time sequence 

This figure shows the relative difference between incongruent and congruent conditions: 

(I-C)/(I+C) with scaling from 5% decrease to 5% increase. It shows a topographical 
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representation of mean channel alpha power activity difference for every channel for 8 - 

12 Hz frequency. There is a small increase of alpha power for incongruent trials vs 

congruent trials on more lateral channel locations and a decrease under more central 

electrodes. Time sequence shows that these differences are more pronounced immediately 

after the stimulus presentation.  

 

There seemed to be an increase in alpha power for incongruent compared to the congruent 

condition on peripheral channels (Figure 7 [0 – 0.3 s]), and a decrease in alpha power over 

central channels. Testing for statistical significance for these changes revealed no 

significant clusters of increase or decrease in alpha power between conditions, p > .05. 

Both the t-value from Student t-test and a relative difference in power were taken as test 

statistics to account for their different sensitivity to data properties during testing. In both 

cases p values for the strongest clusters were above the threshold of .05 significance 

threshold (p = .64 and p = .29 for t-value and relative change respectively).  

2.4.3 Source level analyses 

On the source level, additional measures were taken to increase the signal to noise ratio. A 

subject specific peak alpha frequency with resolution of 2 Hz was taken as a window of 

interest for spatial filter construction during beamforming. Additionally, the process of 

source reconstruction increases spatial accuracy by taking into account subject specific 

anatomical information and realigning it to sensors.  

 

 
Figure 8: Condition differences in alpha power for reconstructed sources 

On the left panel, the relative difference in alpha power between conditions is plotted in 

range from 10 % decrease to 10 % increase over horizontal brain slices. On the right panel 

the same difference is shown, but only for areas of the cluster which showed significant 

difference between conditions.  

 

The comparison of incongruent and congruent trials in alpha power revealed more areas 

with an average increase in the incongruent compared to congruent condition than on 
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channel level. There was a significant difference in alpha power between the congruent and 

incongruent condition, p = .039 using a permutation test with relative difference as test 

statistic. However, the same permutation test with t-value as the test statistic failed to 

replicate this result, p = .079. The cluster shows differential activity over occipital, 

sensorimotor, parietal areas and posterior frontal areas on the left hemisphere and includes 

parts of right and midline occipital cortex and a larger area on the right ventral side of the 

brain including the fusiform gyrus (Figure 8). The cluster shows differential activity over 

occipital, sensorimotor and frontal areas on the left hemisphere and includes parts of the 

right and midline occipital cortex and a larger area on the right ventral side of the brain 

including fusiform gyrus.  

 

Areas with the largest condition differences in terms of differential voxels were the left 

calcarine sulcus, left lingual gyrus and right fusiform gyrus. MNI coordinates for maximum 

alpha difference within the right fusiform gyrus were at [42, -39, -24], corresponding to 

the FFA (Grill-Spector et al., 2004). In terms of general peak voxel activity, the top areas 

were the left precentral gyrus; MNI coordinates [-28, -32, 56], left postcentral gyrus [-36, 

-32, 68], left lingual gyrus [-12, -80, 0] and right middle occipital gyrus [28, -88, 0]. 

2.4.4 Correlating source activity with behavioural results 

Alpha power single trial source estimate did not predict corresponding trial response times 

(for all fitting parameters p > .05). Alpha power was averaged over areas of interest within 

the cluster and correlated using a robust fitting function to trial lengths. No significant 

correlation was observed on an individual or group level.  

2.5 Discussion 

2.5.1 Behavioural results interpretation 

There was a significant difference between conditions in response times. Subjects spent 

more time responding to stimuli in incongruent compared to congruent trials, indicating 

that control over emotional biases was demanding in terms of processing time. Previous 

findings suggest that evaluative processes that underlie emotional action tendencies are 

rapid and automatic (Chen & Bargh, 1999). Conversely, in the incongruent condition, some 

level of time-costly and effortful control is required to override these tendencies, therefore 

trials in this condition take on average longer to complete (Kaldewaij et al., 2016). These 

results fit nicely with comparable approach-avoidance studies (van Peer et al., 2007; 

Volman et al., 2013). In the meta-analysis of Phaf et al., (2014) the average reported effect 

size for response times, corrected for smaller samples and outliers, was 0.216 (Phaf et al., 

2014), which is similar to the results presented here.  
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2.5.2 Channel level results interpretation 

There were no significant differences between conditions on the channel level. The absence 

of effects on the channel level might be explained by multiple reasons. First, channel level 

estimates are blurred due to individual differences in head position in the scanner. Second, 

sensors at a particular location detect activity from neighbouring brain sources 

simultaneously, which decrease the overall signal to noise ratio as other sources are seen 

as noise. Small differences in source activity might therefore be difficult to observe on the 

channel level. Source estimates on the other hand, take into consideration the differences 

in the orientation of the brain with respect to the sensors. 

2.5.3 Source estimate results interpretation 

We found a significant difference in alpha power between conditions in source level 

analysis. There was a reduced decrease in alpha power after stimulus presentation in 

incongruent trials compared to congruent trials. This is in accordance with the main 

hypothesis that predicted alpha power increase over posterior brain areas for incongruent 

versus congruent trials. Based on the proposed mechanism of alpha-gating (Jensen et al., 

2012; Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010; Osipova et al., 2008), higher activity in alpha suggests 

active inhibition of brain areas involved with either processing or transfer of sensory 

information when there is greater demand for a controlled response. This might be due to 

the fact that there are two competing responses in the incongruent condition; one driven by 

emotional action tendencies and the other by cognitive control. In the case where preferred 

response is not driven by emotional action tendency, areas involved with driving automatic 

responses and their connections might get inhibited by higher alpha power. This resonates 

with other studies that report increases in alpha power in the case of competing stimuli in 

attentional tasks (Foxe & Snyder, 2011) and similarly with observed increases in beta 

power in sensory-motor areas for motor response competition (Grent-’t-Jong et al., 2013). 

Another possible explanation would be that alpha power is increased in incongruent trials 

because of anticipatory prediction of task requirements. The AAT is block based, meaning 

that participants know in advance whether they need to give congruent or incongruent 

responses. This might modulate processing of sensory information by top-down regulation, 

giving less salience to sensory information transfer. To test whether this might be the case, 

further testing on the data before stimulus presentation in each block should be performed. 

This way a specific proactive, anticipatory component (Braver, 2012) of cognitive control 

would be tested individually and independent of reactive component during task execution. 

A predictive top-down alpha power modulation has been reported before (Sauseng et al., 

2005). In this study, subjects expected a stimulus to appear on one side of the visual 

hemifield, leading to an increase of alpha in the ipsilataral (non-relevant) hemisphere, 

indicating suppression of processing by alpha activity. In our case, the alpha modulation 

does not suggest complete inhibition of sensory information in the incongruent task, as this 

information is still needed for stimulus recognition to make a correct response. However, 

connections that are required for automatic and fast paced response, for instance to the 

amygdala, could be somewhat inhibited.   
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We found a discrepancy in statistical estimates dependant on the type of test statistic used 

(t-value versus relative difference). There are multiple reasons why this can be the case. 

One of the assumptions of the t-test is that observables are normally distributed. When 

conducting non-parametric tests, we make no assumptions about their distribution. A more 

likely explanation is that both statistics are not equally sensitive to the variance within 

group. The t-value for repeated measures increases linearly with a difference between 

conditions, but also decreases linearly for variance. Theoretically, this means that, even if 

a sample contains all absolute differences in the same direction (group A is always larger 

than group B), the result still might not be significant according to the t-test if the variance 

in differences is large. When comparing electrophysiological responses from different 

subjects, we can expect a large variance in absolute values due to large variability in brain 

physiology between people (Mazziotta, Toga, Evans, Fox, & Lancaster, 1995). This effect 

can increase further when taking absolute differences as a measure, as they can be orders 

of magnitudes apart, meaning that variance within the group can be very large. To 

normalize this effect and not to make assumptions about the value distribution, a non-

parametric estimate was used with relative differences as a measure. The effect of task 

congruency on alpha is in that case normalized across participants, because it shows 

relative increase or decrease in a very similar order of magnitude.  

 

The interpretation of non-parametric cluster analysis is showing significant differences 

between conditions, but cannot be generalized to a specific location. The null hypothesis 

states that alpha power values from both congruent and incongruent groups had been taken 

from the same statistical distribution. Under the assumption that the null hypothesis is true, 

we can only estimate the probability for measuring the observed result by chance, without 

explaining where possible differences came from. Because of this, there are no claims to 

be made about the probability of forming the actual clusters or about their constituent parts. 

To test for activation differences over target areas, one would have to form a hypothesis 

about a chosen specific area beforehand and consider only that area when conducting 

analysis. In the case of the present study, one could argue that a specific focus only on 

occipital areas or the ventral temporal lobe might have given more specific and informative 

results. An explanatory reach of this research study is to answer whether there is an increase 

in alpha activity during incongruent compared to congruent trials in posterior brain 

locations. Due to the exploratory nature of this hypothesis, no specific regions of interest 

were chosen prior or after statistical evaluation.  

 

However, areas within the cluster showed generally higher increases in alpha power in the 

incongruent condition compared to the congruent, which makes them good candidate areas 

for further and more specific exploration. Furthermore, some of the areas that proved to be 

the most prominent during our source statistics are reportedly active in other studies using 

the AAT or similar task involving visual processing, especially human faces (Volman, 

Roelofs, et al., 2011).  

 

The activity in the fusiform face area (FFA) has already been reported as playing an 

important role in social-emotional behaviour (Schultz et al., 2003). Generally, the FFA is 

reported to be selectively involved in the processing of human faces (Grill-Spector et al., 

2004; Nancy Kanwisher, McDermott, & Chun, 1997). It is also thought to increase 
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responses in the amygdala, and FFA activity increased when the aPFC was externally 

inhibited (Volman, Roelofs, et al., 2011). A possible hypothesis for further testing would 

be whether the FFA undergoes active inhibition during control implementation over 

emotional tendencies. The reasoning behind this proposal would be that in congruent trials 

it is encouraged for a subject to act in accordance with recognized facial features and it is 

beneficial if the information about emotional valence of faces gets communicated to brain 

regions implicated in fast affective processing and salience detection such as the amygdala 

(Janak & Tye, 2015). In the incongruent trials, we could see a competition of automatic 

and rule based responses, where it would be necessary to inhibit the pathway between the 

FFA and amygdala or its subsequent projections to motor regions to a certain extent, in 

order to act in accordance with task rules instead of automatically triggered emotional 

action tendencies. 

 

Similarly, further investigation of areas involved in visual processing and motor areas in 

their possible role in the control over emotional biases could be informative. Prominent 

areas in the source cluster were sensory and motor areas in the left hemisphere (precentral 

and postcentral gyri), which would be involved in the right hand response of moving a 

joystick. Other areas with increase in alpha are typically involved in the processing of 

visual information (calcarine sulcus, lingual gyrus, fusiform gyrus and middle occipital 

gyrus). Speculatively, pathways involving these areas might be supressed during less 

automatic and frontally guided action control by an increase in alpha activity. Competition 

between emotionally biased and rule-controlled response might be resolved in favour of 

the latter by active alpha inhibition of these low-level areas or their communicative 

pathways.  

 

An attempt to connect alpha power activity in aforementioned regions of the cluster to 

behavioural responses yielded negative results. Despite that, there might be other reasons 

for lack of correlation between alpha power over cluster regions and response times on 

individual trials. Since the hypothesis was unspecific about the regions of the brain with 

general focus on posterior areas, alpha power was estimated either at the peak of the cluster 

or averaged over all the cluster. Source reconstruction of single trials might also be more 

sensitive to noise, producing less reliable information about the underlying generators. 

Additionally, there might be neural processes, heavily influencing other behavioural 

outcomes with little or no effects on their timing. Because of that, we cannot straight away 

disregard observed effects on a neural level, if there is a lack of observed behavioural 

correlation to it. However, it is more difficult to explain the functional value of observed 

processes.  

2.6 Concluding remarks  

In this study, we show that posterior alpha band activity is modulated as a function of 

required cognitive control in social-emotional behaviour. Our main hypothesis was that 

there would be higher alpha power in the incongruent condition compared to congruent 

condition over posterior areas. In accordance with this hypothesis and novel theoretical 

models on alpha band activity (Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010), there was a significant 

difference between conditions on the source level. Despite the rejection of our null 
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hypothesis for this type of analysis, there are some reservations in immediate referral to 

the main hypothesis as an alternative explanation. Namely, the null hypothesis was only 

rejected for a non-parametric version of permutation test on the source level. This was not 

the case for parametric test statistic and channel level analysis. The effect sizes are 

relatively small and differences between subjects are substantial, which calls for more 

focused research on target regions and larger samples. The main success of this study is 

therefore not in clear and straightforward confirmation of the hypothesis, but rather in its 

exploratory value. It puts forward suggestions for further investigation in terms of 

anatomical areas of interest (FFA) and the role of alpha power modulation in the control 

over social-emotional behaviour.  

 

Originally, there was an additional hypothesis regarding the gamma power comparison 

between conditions. The idea of the second hypothesis was to link the phase of 

reconstructed alpha waves to gamma power. However, due to shortage of time we were 

not able to investigate contributions of gamma band power. If a subsequent study provided 

a more reliable estimate of alpha dynamic in the FFA region, a further interplay with 

gamma might be informative.   

 

To conclude, it seems that this empirical study succeeds in raising new research questions 

and gives direction on how to approach these (for instance using subject specific alpha 

frequency), even though it does not necessarily provide a confident and unambiguous 

conclusion to the research question. The possible role of alpha activity in controlled 

modulation of approaching and avoiding behaviour is still open to interpretation. One way 

to investigate alpha band property modulation during the AAT would be to focus 

specifically on narrow brain areas showing involvement in this study. Additionally, 

possible phase to power coupling with gamma should be addressed to understand if the 

role of alpha fits the suggested alpha gating model. Another topic to be addressed in the 

future considers the driving mechanisms behind alpha power modulation during cognitive 

control implementation. Is visual perception changed top-down by instruction before the 

incongruent trials begin or is the modulation just the consequence of response competition 

in the brain? In order to address this issue, one could also study the time period before the 

stimulus presentation to observe block specific condition differences in proactive control. 

Specific answers about the spatial and temporal brain dynamics during AAT and similar 

tasks might provide us with new insights into oscillatory brain dynamics as well as give 

better future understanding of cognitive control and social action tendencies.    
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CHAPTER 3 

 

APPENDIX 

3.1 Extended abstract in Slovene 

3.1.1 Uvod 

Del evolucijskega uspeha sesalcev lahko najdemo v dejstvu, da so sposobni krmiliti skozi 

kompleksno okolje, polno pasti in priložnosti. Čustveni vzgibi, ki spodbujajo odmik od 

nevarnih objektov in pristop k objektom, ki zadovoljujejo potrebe, so pri tem pomembni 

usmerjevalniki vedenja. Odzivi zgolj v skladu s čustvenimi vzgibi niso dovolj za vse vrste 

interakciji, zato je pomembno imeti določeno stopnjo kognitivnega nadzora. Funkcionalna 

razlaga kognitivnega nadzora nad čustvenimi vzgibi, na katero se opira magistrsko delo, 

trdi, da je namen kognitivnega nadzora selektivna izbira odzivov, ki omogočajo fleksibilno 

in ciljno naravnano vedenje (Ridderinkhof et al., 2004). V kontekstu te definicije se v 

izkustveni raziskavi magistrskega dela proučuje komponente kognitivnega na nivoju 

elektrofiziološke aktivnosti in vedenjskih odzivov.  

 

Poudarek je na oscilatorni možganski aktivnosti, izmerjeni s pomočjo MEG. Ta način 

proučevanja je manj prisoten pri raziskovanju kognitivnega nadzora v primerjavi s 

prostorsko natančnejšimi metodami, kot je fMRI (Cavanagh & Frank, 2014). To je 

zamujena priložnost, saj elektrofiziološke meritve, še posebej v kombinaciji z magnetno 

resonanco (MR), lahko podajo bolj izpopolnjeno sliko kognitivnih pojavov. Mnoge 

raziskave kažejo na povezavo med izmerjenimi nihanji v magnetnem ali električnem polju 

možganov in možganskimi kognitivnimi procesi, zato je vedno bolj sprejeta razlaga, da 

možganski elektrofiziološki vzorci odražajo komunikacijske procese v možganih (Buzsáki, 

2009; Fries, 2009; Varela et al., 2001) in da niso zgolj vzporeden pojav možganske 

aktivnosti. Ta trditev je podkrepljena z mnogimi izkustvenimi raziskavami, predvsem s 

takimi, ki kažejo na bolj neposredno povezavo med lastnostmi možganskih oscilacij in 

vedenjem (Helfrich et al., 2014; Wach et al., 2013).  

 

Tema kognitivnega nadzora nad čustvenimi vzgibi, sproženimi s socialnimi dražljaji, je 

zanimiva tudi v kliničnem kontekstu. Deficit v nadzoru nad tendencami izogibanja se pri 

ljudeh izraža tudi kot eden izmed simptomov anksioznih motenj, kot je na primer socialna 

anksioznost. Glede na to, da anksiozne motnje v odrasli dobi prizadenejo kar 14 % 

prebivalstva v Evropi (Alonso et al., 2004), je pomembno pridobiti poglobljeno 

razumevanje kognitivnega nadzora v tem kontekstu za lažje oblikovanje terapij in izboljšan 

proces diagnostike v prihodnosti.  
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3.1.2 Teoretični pregled 

Čustveno pogojeni vzgibi  

 

Čustveno pogojeni vzgibi so pretežno avtomatični procesi, ki pomagajo usmerjati odzive 

na elemente v okolju glede na njihov pomen (pozitivni ali negativni). V splošnem ti vzgibi 

usmerjajo k približevanju k pozitivnim (oziroma apetitivnim) dražljajem in k izogibanju 

negativnim (oziroma averzivnim) dražljajem (Phaf et al., 2014). Principe pristopa in 

odmika lahko opazimo na širšem spektru kognitivnih procesov od enostavnih refleksov do 

bolj kompleksnih odzivov (Lang et al., 1990).  

 

Kognitivni nadzor in čustveno pogojeni vzgibi v kontekstu socialnih dražljajev 

 

V kontekstu socialnih interakcij je človeški obraz eden izmed izrazitejših dražljajev, ki 

sproži čustveno pogojene vzgibe (Kaldewaij et al., 2016). Ljudje v glavnem težijo k 

približevanju k obrazom, ki izražajo veselje, in se ogibajo jeznim obrazom (Roelofs et al., 

2009). Kljub temu da lahko čustveni vzgibi pristopa in odmika predstavljajo koristno 

usmerjevalno vlogo, pa je za posameznika pogosto koristneje, če se ne odzove v skladu s 

temi avtomatičnimi težnjami. Za to je potreben kognitivni nadzor (Seymour & Dolan, 

2008). V nasprotju z enostavnim principom približevanja k pozitivnim obrazom ali 

oddaljevanja od negativnih obrazov lahko posameznik tako izbira med več možnostmi za 

odziv, kar poveča fleksibilnost njegovega vedenja. To pomeni, da se lahko odzove v 

nasprotju z avtomatičnim odzivom ali zavira težnjo po kakršnemkoli premiku. Kognitivni 

nadzor nad čustveno pogojenimi vzgibi je lahko moten ob pretiranem stresu (Roelofs et 

al., 2005) ali duševnih motnjah, kot sta socialna anksioznost (Heuer et al., 2007) ali 

psihopatija (von Borries et al., 2012).  

 

Nevrološki korelati čustveno pogojenih vzgibov v socialnem kontekstu 

 

Kognitivni nadzor nad čustveno pogojenimi vzgibi naj bi bil predvsem v domeni 

prefrontalnih možganskih predelov, predvsem anteriornega prefrontalnega korteksa . Ta 

naj bi imel funkcijo vzbujanja procesov v področjih, zadolženih za selekcijo in hotene 

odzive, ter inhibicijo področij za pretežno avtomatično procesiranje informacij (Volman et 

al., 2013). Če je izražena potreba po nadzoru nad čustveno pogojenimi vzgibi, naj bi aPFC 

spodbudil aktivnost v posteriornem parietalnem korteksu (PPC) in zaviral aktivnost 

amigdale in FFA. Vloga PPC naj bi v tem primeru bila izbira med nasprotujočimi odzivi 

(Volman, Roelofs, et al., 2011). Amigdala je občutljiva na dražljaje, ki izražajo grožnjo ali 

nagrado (Janak & Tye, 2015), medtem ko je FFA zadolžen za procesiranje človeških 

obrazov (Grill-Spector et al., 2004). Ob večji potrebi po kognitivnem nadzoru se v tem 

modelu torej zmanjša potreba po prenosu obdelanih senzoričnih informacij o značilnostih 

opazovanega obraza.  

 

Naloga pristopa in odmika  

 

Naloga pristopa in odmika je ena izmed uporabnih paradigem za raziskovanje kognitivnega 

nadzora nad čustveno pogojenimi vzgibi. Temelji na predpostavki, da se ljudje odzivajo na 
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pozitivne dražljaje s tendenco pristopa in na negativne s tendenco odmika (Phaf et al., 

2014). Pri nalogi pristopa in odmika se morajo udeleženci s telesnim gibom odzvati na 

predstavljene dražljaje, ki imajo bodisi pozitivni bodisi negativni pomen. Naloga je 

sestavljena iz dveh eksperimentalnih pogojev. V ujemajočem (kongruentnem) pogoju naj 

bi se udeleženci odzvali s fizičnim gibom v skladu s pomenom dražljaja, v neujemajočem 

(nekongruentnem) pa v nasprotju s pomenom dražljaja. V neujemajočem pogoju se 

udeleženci v povprečju odzivajo počasneje (kot v ujemajočem), saj je potreba po aktivaciji 

kognitivnega nadzora nad odzivi v tem primeru večja (Chen & Bargh, 1999).  

 

Oscilacije v možganih 

 

Merljive oscilacije v elektromagnetni aktivnosti možganov so posledica usklajene 

aktivnosti vzporedno poravnanih nevronov. Postsinaptični potenciali, ki so posledica večje 

koncentracije ionov povzročijo nastanek električnega toka v prevodnem mediju okrog 

nevronov. Ta tok je izvor merljivega elektromagnetnega polja (Nunez & Srinivasan, 2009). 

Frekvence sinhronizirane aktivnosti nevronov, ki jih izmerimo, se gibljejo med 1 Hz in 100 

Hz. Najizrazitejše oscilacije v možganih so t. i. alfa valovi, ki imajo navadno dovolj veliko 

amplitudo, da jih je možno opaziti v neobdelanem EEG- ali MEG-signalu (M. Cohen, 

2014). Frekvenčno območje alfa valov pokriva frekvence od 8 do 12 Hz (Buzsáki, 2009) s 

povprečnim vrhom aktivnosti pri 10 Hz pri zdravem odraslem človeku (Shackman et al., 

2010). Večje amplitude alfa valov se v splošnem povezujejo z zmanjšano aktivnostjo 

kortikalnih predelov (Ray & Cole, 1985). Nedavne raziskave kažejo na pomen ne le 

amplitude alfa valov, temveč tudi njihovega faznega zamika in odkrivajo interakcijo alfa 

valov z ostalimi oscilatornimi možganskimi procesi (Palva & Palva, 2007). Aktivnost v 

alfa spektru naj bi imela inhibitorno vlogo na aktivnost v gama spektru (30–100 Hz) in naj 

bi s tem posredno vplivala na prenos in procesiranje informacij v možganski skorji (Jensen 

& Mazaheri, 2010; Osipova et al., 2006). Po tem modelu naj bi opazili večjo moč v alfa 

spektru na možganskih predelih, ki bi bili manj relevantni za procesiranje. V izkustveni 

raziskavi, v kateri so morali udeleženci usmeriti pozornost zgolj na vidni del 

multimodalnega dražljaja, se je povečala moč v alfa spektru nad temporalnimi predeli 

(aktivnimi med slušnim procesiranjem). Ko pa so usmerili pozornost na slušni del dražljaja, 

se je povečala moč alfa valov nad okcipitalnimi predeli (aktivnimi med vidnim 

procesiranjem) (Foxe & Snyder, 2011). Poleg tega so raziskovalci odkrili korelacijo med 

fazo alfa valov in dejanskim proženjem nevronov na opičjih možganih: nevroni so se 

prožili pogosteje v minimumih alfa valov kot v maksimumih (Haegens et al., 2011). To 

govori v prid predlaganim teorijam, ki trdijo, da imajo alfa valovi aktivno inhibitorno 

vlogo.  

 

3.1.3 Namen raziskave in hipoteza 

V tej raziskovalni nalogi smo obravnavali možganske procese v povezavi z nadzorom nad 

čustvenimi vzgibi. Bolj natančno nas je zanimalo, če je proces inhibicije v možganski skorji 

povezan z zmanjšanim procesiranjem vidnih informacij ob povečanju kognitivnega 

nadzora. V iskanju odgovora na to vprašanje smo primerjali odzive udeležencev v dveh 

raziskovalnih pogojih. V ujemajočem pogoju so se udeleženci odzivali v skladu s 
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čustvenimi vzgibi pristopa in odmika, v neujemajočem pogoju pa v nasprotju s čustvenimi 

vzgibi pristopa in odmika. Zanimala nas je aktivnost v alfa spektru posteriornih 

možganskih področij takoj po predstavitvi dražljaja in pred fizičnim odzivom. Uporabili 

smo dva tipa analize podatkov za obravnavo hipoteze: na nivoju senzorjev in z 

rekonstrukcijo izvorov.  

 

Hipoteza: Moč alfa valov je pri udeležencih višja v neujemajočem raziskovalnem pogoju v 

primerjavi z ujemajočim.  

 

3.1.4 Metode 

Udeleženci v študiji 

 

Študije se je udeležilo petinštirideset desničnih študentov z univerze Radboud. Tri 

udeležence smo izključili zaradi prevelikega števila napak in dva zaradi prevelikega šuma 

v MEG-signalu. Vsi udeleženci (povprečna starost 23,5 let, SD = 2,8 let) so imeli normalen 

ali popravljen vid. Udeleženci niso imeli preteklih ali sedanjih nevroloških obolenj, prav 

tako niso jemali psihoaktivnih zdravil. Vsi so podpisali soglasje za udeležbo in za 

sodelovanje prejeli denarno nadomestilo. Študijo je odobrila etična komisija inštituta 

Donders pod pogodbo CMO:2014/288.  

 

Materiali in naloga 

 

Naloga je bila udeležencem predstavljena na 80 centimetrov oddaljenem zaslonu s 

pomočjo programske opreme Presentation®. MEG-meritev je bila opravljena z napravo 

CTF-275 z aksialnimi gradiometri. Vzorčili smo s frekvenco 1200 Hz. Štirje senzorji 

(MLF62, MLC32, MLC11 in MRF66) so bili izločeni zaradi prevelikega šuma. Za odzive 

pri nalogah so udeleženci premikali igralno ročico (Fiber Optic Joystick). Vsak udeleženec 

je izvedel 16 blokov naloge pristopa in odmika, v vsakem se je odzval na 12 predstavljenih 

jeznih ali veselih človeških obrazov. Pred vsakim blokom so bila na zaslonu izpisana jasna 

navodila glede smeri premikanja igralne ročice. V ujemajočem pogoju so udeleženci 

morali premikati ročico proti sebi za predstavljene vesele obraze, za jezne pa stran od sebe. 

V neujemajočem pogoju so se morali odzivati v obratni smeri.  

 

Analiza 

 

Vedenjski podatki v tej študiji so bili odzivni časi v ujemajočem in neujemajočem 

eksperimentalnem pogoju. Primerjava časov je bila analizirana in statistično ovrednotena 

s pomočjo parnega t-testa. Velikost učinka je bila izračunana s Cohenovo D-vrednostjo (J. 

Cohen, 1992). Pred testom so bili odstranjeni poskusi z napačnimi odzivi in prekratkimi 

ali predolgimi odzivnimi časi.  
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Obdelava MEG-podatkov 

 

Vsi koraki preprocesiranja in analize so bili izvedeni v Matlabu 2015a in Matlabu 2015b z 

uporabo odprtokodne zbirke funkcij FieldTrip (Oostenveld et al., 2011) in lastnih 

programskih skript. Iz meritev smo ročno odstranili pretirano šumeče kanale in izseke 

meritev. Podatke smo filtrirali z nizkofrekvenčnimi in visokofrekvenčnimi filtri ter s 

selektivnim filtrom za odstranitev šuma omrežne napetosti pri 50 Hz. Specifične izvore 

šuma, kot so srčni utrip, mežiki in artefakti premika igralne ročice, smo odstranili s 

pomočjo analize neodvisnih komponent (ICA) (Makeig et al., 1997). Merski podatki 

posamičnih poskusov so bili časovno poravnani na čas prikaza obraza na ekranu. Za 

analizo na nivoju senzorjev smo naredili interpolacijo manjkajočih kanalov s pomočjo 

obteženega povprečja aktivnosti sosednjih kanalov. Podatke smo nato pretvorili iz aksialne 

v planarno (površinsko) reprezentacijo, ki prikaže odzive bolj neposredno nad izvorom 

aktivnosti, ki jih je zato lažje interpretirati. Moč alfa valov smo rekonstruirali s pomočjo 

hitre Fouriereve transformacije na kratkih intervalih, ki smo jo izvedli v frekvenčni domeni 

z intervali po 2 Hz od 0 do 40 Hz. Za statistično primerjavo pogojev smo uporabili 

neparametrični permutacijski test (Maris & Oostenveld, 2007). Postopek analize za 

rekonstrukcijo izvorov aktivnosti je potekal podobno, le da smo izpustili interpolacijo 

manjkajočih kanalov. Za rekonstrukcijo smo uporabili metodo »beamforming«, ki temelji 

na prostorskem filtriranju neodvisnih izvorov. Moč aktivnosti v alfa spektru smo 

skonstruirali za spektralni maksimum v alfa frekvenci pri vsakem posamezniku. 

3.1.5 Rezultati  

Reakcijski časi 

 

Povprečni reakcijski čas za odzive v eksperimentalnih blokih z ujemajočim pogojem je bil 

673,45 ms (SD = 145,72 ms), za odzive v blokih z neujemajočim pogojem pa 714,62 ms 

(SD = 180,01 ms). Razlika je bila statistično značilno pomembna: t(39) = 4,08 (p < 0,001), 

velikost efekta pa 0,251 (Cohenov D). 

 

Meritve na nivoju senzorjev  

 

Večjo moč v alfa spektru v neujemajočem pogoju v primerjavi z ujemajočim smo zabeležili 

na obrobnih MEG-kanalih v zgodnji fazi po zaznavi dražljaja, vendar ta razlika ni bila 

statistično značilno pomembna (p > 0,05). 

 

Rekonstrukcija izvorov  

 

Pri primerjavi obeh eksperimentalnih pogojev na nivoju rekonstruiranih izvorov 

možganske aktivnosti lahko opazimo večje razlike kot na nivoju senzorjev. Zabeležili smo 

višjo moč v alfa spektru v neujemajočem pogoju v primerjavi z ujemajočim. Permutacijska 

neparametrična statistična analiza je razkrila, da je razlika bila statistično značilno 

pomembna, ko smo za testno statistiko uporabili relativno razliko (p = 0,039). Razlika ni 

bila statistično značilno pomembna, ko smo uporabili vrednost t za testno statistiko (p = 
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0,079). Najizrazitejši grozd aktivnosti vsebuje področja v okcipitalnem režnju, 

senzomotorična področja leve hemisfere in ventralna področja desne hemisfere (Slika 1). 

Področja z največjo razliko med eksperimentalnima pogojema so bila v levem primarnem 

motoričnem korteksu [–28, –32, 56 po MNI-koordinatah], levem senzoričnem korteksu [–

36, –32, 68], levem lingvalnem girusu [12, –80, 0] in desnem srednjem okcipitalnem girusu 

[28, –88, 0].  

 

 
Slika 1: Razlika med pogojema v alfa spektru rekonstruiranih izvorov: Na levi strani je 

na horizontalnih rezinah modela možganov upodobljena relativna razlika med obema 

pogojema v razponu od –10 do 10 %. Na desni je prikazana aktivnost v grozdu, za katero 

je bila razlika med pogojema statistično značilno pomembna.  

 

Korelacija aktivnosti izvorov s časi odzivov 

 

Moč v alfa spektru ni korelirala s časi odzivov za posamezne izvedbe naloge. Regresijski 

parametri za korelacijo so bili statistično nepomembni (p > 0,05) tako za posamezne 

udeležence in naloge kot tudi za skupno povprečje.  

3.1.6 Diskusija 

Rekonstrukcija izvorov aktivnosti je pokazala statistično pomembno razliko med obema 

pogojema pri enem izmed obeh statističnih testov. Moč v alfa spektru je bila statistično 

značilno manjša med ujemajočimi testnimi nalogami v primerjavi z neujemajočimi, kar je 

v skladu s hipotezo. Glede na novejše teoretične modele aktivnosti v alfa spektru (Jensen 

et al., 2012; Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010) bi povišana aktivnost v alfa spektru med 

neujemajočimi bloki lahko predstavljala zamejitev prenosa ali procesiranja senzoričnih 

informacij. To bi lahko bila posledica v možganski skorji tekmujočih procesov, na primer 

ko čustveni vzgib spodbuja odmik, navodilo naloge pa pristop. V pogoju, ki terja več 

nadzora nad čustvenimi vzgibi, se bi torej omejil prenos senzoričnih informacij na 

področja, ki spodbujajo avtomatične odzive. Frontalno vodeni hoteni odzivi bi tako imeli 

prednost pred nekoliko zamejenimi čustvenimi vzgibi. Spektralne spremembe v moči 
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valovanj so v primeru tekmujočih procesov bile opažene tako za alfa valove v multimodalni 

nalogi (Foxe & Snyder, 2011) kot tudi za beta valove v motorični nalogi (Grent-’t-Jong et 

al., 2013). Povišano aktivnost v alfa spektru bi si lahko razlagali tudi s pozornostjo 

povezanimi procesi. Glede na to, da so udeleženci pred vsakim eksperimentalnim blokom 

vedeli, ali izvajajo ujemajočo ali neujemajočo nalogo, bi lahko to pričakovanje spremenilo 

senzorično procesiranje. Udeleženci so namreč lahko v neujemajoči nalogi vnaprej 

pripisali drugačen pomen senzoričnim informacijam in usmerili pozornost na pravilnejšo 

izvedbo. Za bolj specifično obravnavo proaktivne komponente kognitivnega nadzora z 

vnaprejšnjim predvidevanjem odzivov (Braver, 2012), bi bilo potrebno posebej 

obravnavati časovne intervale pred prikazanim dražljajem. Vnaprejšnje pričakovanje o 

pomenu dražljaja lahko vpliva na to, kako bo dražljaj zaznan in procesiran (Sauseng et al., 

2005). Pri tem velja upoštevati, da spremembe pri nalogi pristopa in odmika ne zamejijo 

samega senzoričnega procesiranja v popolnosti, saj je uspešna zaznava obrazov in njihovih 

lastnosti ključna za uspešno izvajanje naloge v obeh eksperimentalnih pogojih. 

 

Na nivoju senzorjev ni bilo statistično značilno pomembne razlike v alfa moči med 

eksperimentalnima pogojema. Glede na majhne, čeprav statistično pomembne razlike za 

rekonstruirane izvore lahko sklepamo, da je razlika nastala zaradi drugačnega razmerja v 

signalu in šumu. Senzorične meritve nimajo popravkov za točen položaj posameznikove 

glave med meritvijo, prav tako pa posamezni senzorji zajamejo aktivnost prostorsko 

nespecifično. Poleg tega smo za rekonstrukcijo izvorov uporabili značilno alfa frekvenco 

za vsakega posameznika.  

 

Glede na to, da dodatna analiza ni pokazala statistično značilno pomembne povezave med 

močjo alfa aktivnosti in individualnimi časi, je interpretacija rezultatov nekoliko omejena. 

Nismo namreč odkrili povezave med nevrološkimi procesi in vedenjskimi odzivi. Ta del 

analize je bil sicer bolj pod vplivom šuma, saj smo rekonstruirali alfa aktivnost za 

posamezne izvedbe naloge. Poleg tega obstajajo druge možne posledice aktivnosti v alfa 

spektru kot le časi odzivov. 

3.1.7 Zaključek 

V tej študiji smo opazili spremenjeno aktivnost alfa valov na posteriornih možganskih 

predelih, ko smo spreminjali potrebo po nadzoru čustvenih vzgibov. Glede na glavno 

hipotezo smo pričakovali povečanje moči v alfa spektru pri neujemajočih nalogah, pri 

katerih je bila potreba po nadzoru večja v primerjavi z ujemajočimi nalogami. V skladu s 

hipotezo in novejšimi teorijami o vlogi alfa valov (Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010) smo našli 

statistično značilno pomembno razliko med eksperimentalnima pogojema za 

rekonstruirane možganske izvore aktivnosti. Ta razlika ni bila statistično pomembna za 

parametrično različico analize, prav tako je nismo opazili na nivoju senzorjev. V luči teh 

rezultatov je potrebna previdna interpretacija. Opaženi učinki so namreč majhni in 

občutljivi na izbiro analiznega postopka, zato potrebujemo dodatne poglobljene raziskave 

preferenčno na večjih vzorcih. Možna prisotnost, vloga in vpliv aktivnosti v alfa spektru v 

tem kontekstu so tako še vedno odprti za interpretacijo. Kljub nekoliko dvoumnim 

rezultatom pa izvedena študija ponuja nove iztočnice za raziskovanje. Naslednji možni 

pristop bi bil lahko bolj usmerjeno raziskovanje alfa aktivnosti v enem izmed v študiji 
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opaženih možganskih predelov. Modulacije v alfa aktivnosti bi bilo zanimivo proučiti na 

predelih, kot sta na primer fuziformno obrazno področje ali senzorimotorično področje za 

premike roke. Poleg tega bi lahko v kontekstu nadzora nad čustvenimi vzgibi proučili 

interakcijo med fazo alfa valov in močjo aktivnosti v gama spektru. Odgovoriti bi bilo treba 

tudi na vprašanje o izvoru alfa aktivnosti. Ali je povišanje alfa aktivnosti pri nalogi odmika 

in pristopa inhibitorni mehanizem ob tekmujočih procesih v možganih ali pa posledica 

vnaprejšnje pripravljenosti udeležencev na nadzirano odzivanje? Ali je to pripravljenost 

možno opaziti že v časovnem intervalu pred izvedbo naloge? Odgovori na takšna in 

podobna vprašanja nam lahko ponudijo nove vpoglede v sinhronizirano aktivnost v 

možganih ter boljše razumevanje nadzora nad čustveno pogojenimi vzgibi.  

3.2 Abbreviations  

AAL (atlas): Automatic Anatomical Labelling (atlas)  

AAT: approach-avoidance task 

AMY: amygdala 

aPFC: anterior prefrontal cortex 

BOLD: blood oxygenation level dependent  

CMO: Commissie Mensgebonden Onderzoek (Human Research Commission) 

CTF-275: company and model of MEG system 

DC: direct current (alternating current with zero frequency/non-zero offset) 

DICS: Dynamic Imaging of Coherent Sources 

ECD: equivalent current dipole 

EEG: electroencephalography  

ERF: event-related field 

ERP: event-related potential 

FFA: fusiform face area 

FFT: Fast Fourier Transformation 

fMRI: functional magnetic resonance imaging 

FoV: field of view 

GRAPPA: generalized Autocalibrating Partial Parallel Acquisition 

MEG: magnetoencephalography  

MNI: Montreal Neurological Institute  

MPRAGE: Magnetization Prepared Rapid Acquisition of Gradient-Echo  

MRI: magnetic resonance imaging  

OCD: obsessive-compulsive disorder 

PPC: posterior parietal cortex 

SD: standard deviation 

SQUID: Superconducting Quantum Interference Device 

TR: time resolution 
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